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Preface

Preface

The fifth European Academic Colloquium (EAC) on Technical Communication took place in Antwerp, Belgium on 28 April 2017. This
annual conference organized by tekom Europe is targeted at members of the European academic community who teach and carry out
research in the area of Technical Communication and related fields.
Since 2011, the EAC has served as a significant venue for the dissemination and sharing of technical communication research and
practices in a European context.
Continuing the fruitful mission of previous editions of EAC,
the fifth EAC succeeded in bringing together almost 30 scholars
from 9 European countries and the US, who share a common interest in the interdisciplinary field of Technical Communication. A specific topic of interest this year was Content Strategy which “plans
for the creation, delivery and governance of useful, usable content”,
according to Kristina Halvorson, the author of “Content Strategy for
the Web” (2012).
During the morning session, the speakers at the conference
offered different research perspectives on how to implement a successful content strategy. The content strategic topics covered ranged
from content analysis and content models through user-centered design and accessibility of content to translation strategies for scientific
and technical texts. Among the questions addressed were: How does
content facilitate use? How can one create and maintain content that
is smart, useful and usable and creates value? How can one make
branded content smarter? How can one adopt effective techniques
for organizing, designing, managing, and delivering meaningful and
flexible content across different company divisions, audiences, contexts, languages, cultures, and media?
The afternoon session was again devoted to the TecCOMFrame
project, which is aimed at the development of a qualification and
competence framework for academic technical communication studies and prototype curricula based on that framework. After having
given a short overview of the project scope and its objectives, the
project team presented the finalized academic competence framework comprising six competence dimensions and 22 subjects. Also,
feedback was collected from the audience on first drafts of several
prototype curricula during an interactive session.
We are proud to present this volume, which contains five outstanding contributions, all evolving around the central topic of content strategy.
6
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Marie Girard (IBM and Paris Diderot University) takes “an
organic approach” to content strategy, in which content is seen as
a holistic ecosystem, a living organism that evolves and can morph
according to context, because content is inherently based on human
language and expressiveness. Girard explores the nature of digital
content in the complex ecosystem, to which also the technical communicator belongs, and provides examples of how some teams at
IBM have applied its underlying principles. First, organizations need
to make a list of the stakeholders involved in content creation, their
objectives, and how they interact and collaborate. Given the typical
mediator role of technical communicators between experts and users, they are in an excellent position to act as bridging and coordinating figures between the different stakeholders in an organization and
to break down silos. Second, Girard focuses on the central role of
language and communication in the content ecosystem and the importance of a common content terminology. Third, to adopt content
strategy at the enterprise level, mental models of content should be
established, in accordance with content purpose and function (i.e. the
business value), from which concrete content strategy deliverables
can be created, along with decision models and a content experience
map. Fourth, ecosystems are dynamic, complex adaptive systems, in
which uncertainty is dealt with in a collective way. And finally, Girard
points to the synchronized nature of complex content systems, i.e.
“the beat” of content.
Kirk St. Amant (Louisiana Tech University and the University
of Limerick) adopts a script-theory approach to user-centered design
in content strategy. St. Amant states that the value of content is connected to its usability, i.e. how well individuals can use content to
achieve an objective in a given setting. He further argues that how
content is used in a particular setting is affected by the variables of
use, e.g. the materials found or persons present in a setting. While
focusing on the context of content strategy, he argues that scriptrelated categories, viz. scenes, props, and roles on the one hand, and
entry and exit conditions, and sequence on the other hand, are a
means to understand the user expectations for different contexts of
use. If turned into a mechanism for effective data collection, using
e.g. interviews and focus groups, script-related categories can be used
in data gathering activities to obtain information on context and variables of use and capture the dynamics of usability in a given context.
Finally, technical communicators might consider to share these data
with other members of their organization and with educators or even
to conduct such context inventories in cooperation with them.
© tcworld 2017
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Laura Gonzales (University of Texas in El Paso) and Sonia
Vandepitte (Ghent University) approach content strategy from
a global perspective. A successful global content strategy requires
considering translation and localization for international audiences
throughout the content development process. To prepare students
to fulfill job roles in global content creation and dissemination and
to successfully engage in interprofessional collaboration, the TransAtlantic and Pacific Project (TAPP) network was set up almost two
decades ago. More specifically, the project brings together students
and teachers of translation, writing, and usability, all of which are
impacting the accessibility of content across geographical, linguistic,
and cultural borders. The authors report on their experiences within
this worldwide collaboration project connecting technical communication and translation courses at respectively the University of Texas
in El Paso (UTEP) in the US and Ghent university in Belgium. One
of the lessons learned is that translation students became more aware
of the quality of the source texts, which sometimes need editing before translation, whereas students in technical communication gained
insight into translation workflows and collaboration in contemporary
multilingual settings.
In her article “Translation Strategies for Cultural Contents of
Scientific and Technical Texts”, Caiwen Wang (University of Westminster, UK), examines the strategies adopted in the translation of
source cultural elements in 40 English popular science texts from
the Financial Times and Shell websites into Mandarin Chinese. Wang
starts from the assumption that cultural issues are inherent to technical communication and often pose comprehension or translation
problems. Expanding on the cultural categories and subcategories
developed by Newmark (1988), she identifies and codes the cultural
contents in the corpus of scientific and technical texts and then examines how these contents are dealt with in the Mandarin Chinese
translation, drawing upon Newmark’s (1988) categorization. The data
analysis reveals that scientific and technical texts are cultural and preferred translation strategies are used for each type of cultural contents. However, the strategies employed do not always comply with
recommended guidelines. This calls for specific translator training in
how to deal with cultural contents, and a suitable theoretical model
for scientific and technical translation.
Finally, Izabela Mrochen (University of Silesia) discusses in
her article a new approach that can be used by webmasters, web designers, localizers and translators in the field of web designing, creating a multilingual environment and making websites accessible. The
main conclusion is that in-depth training in translation as well as co8
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operation between web designers and translators can be a new interdisciplinary approach contributing to a better offer of multilingual
communication in the digital environment based on the “Design for
All” principles, which postulate the provision of convenient, safe,
and enjoyable environments for everyone, including people with disabilities.
One of the unique and valuable dimensions to the EAC conference
series is the way the conference brings together educators, researchers, and scientists to discuss the further development of Technical
Communication. The reader will discover that both common challenges and creative solutions emerge from very diverse settings.
We wish to thank everyone who has contributed in one way or
another to the conference and the proceedings. First and foremost,
our special thanks go to the speakers and authors whose papers created this volume. Thanks are also due to the participants in the colloquium for their engaging discussions and insightful suggestions for
the project, the editors for their meticulous work, and tekom Europe
for its logistic and financial support. Finally, we are also indebted
to the European Union for its financial support under Grant No.
2015-1-DE02-KA202-002278.
Antwerp/Karlsruhe, July 2017
Birgitta Meex & Sissi Closs, on behalf of the Review Board
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The Nature of Content: an Organic Approach to Content Strategy

Marie Girard

The Nature of Content:
an Organic Approach to Content
Strategy

Abstract: As companies are competing more and more for attention, organizations look into ways of delivering the right content, at
the right place and time. For this outcome to be achieved at scale, a
holistic, systemic approach to content management and creation is
required. To some extent, the nature of the content that companies
manage is organic. Content, contrary to what its name might suggest,
is not a thing. It is a living organism that evolves within an ecosystem
and can morph according to context, because that content is inherently based on human language and expressiveness.
In an era when some content is being created by machines, it
becomes all the more important to address content management
through a holistic lens, and not just in terms of mass production,
automation, and industrialization.
A holistic approach to content strategy is based on four points:
Consider
enterprise content as an ecosystem
▪▪
▪▪ Clarify the language used for communication within that system
▪▪ Build shared mental models of that system, at all levels
▪▪ Make planning decisions in a way that is fit with complexity
This paper explores the underlying principles of complex digital content ecosystems and provides examples of how some teams at IBM
have applied these principles.

1

The content ecosystem

Digital business is not limited to the IT industry anymore. Products
and services are becoming more and more digital. Industry 4.0, augmented reality, and Uber-like business models show us that digital
transformation now affects every industry.
Digital transformation brings wide-reaching, profound changes
on technology, but also people, processes, and culture.
Content in general, and technical content in particular, is at the
heart of digital transformation. All-online, all-connected information
calls for better collaboration between content stakeholders.
The digital world is similar to a natural ecosystem. It is a community of living organisms in conjunction with the non-living com10
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ponents of their environment, interacting as a system. The proliferation of channels, formats, and authors makes it very difficult to
comprehend by approaching it in an analytical way.
All of the channels, formats, and authors are interconnected and
interwoven. The Latin word for “interwoven” is “complexus”, which
calls for adopting complexity theory into digital content strategies.
In this context, technical communication cannot be reduced to
the delivery of user manuals. It is moving to digital forms with embedded online help, web portals, and augmented reality or mobile
devices. At the same time, support organizations are ongoing their
transformation and move their knowledge bases to public portals,
forums, and social media. Marketing, on their side, leverage digital
channels to drive sales and attract new customers, and does so by
making marketing content available online. Training departments too,
are making the move to digital, reverting from on-site, face-to-face
training courses to MOOCs, videos, and games. Individuals, real or
wannabe experts, use these digital channels to develop their personal
branding by publishing information about their work and associated
technologies, therefore becoming producers of technical content.
Most of the time, each of these groups manages its digital
transformation, but does so without coordinating with other groups.
This is what we call silos. Silos are the result of a hierarchical, analytical, and linear approach to production. What happens most of the
time, though, is that even hierarchical organizations do not work like
that. There are hidden pathways between silos, concealed interactions
and feedback loops.
From an external customer point of view, silos are experienced
as gaps or inconsistencies in the experience, because all online content is perceived as a whole, whether it comes from the organization
or not. Therefore, to truly treat content as the flesh of customer experience, one must consider the overall content creation ecosystem,
with its myriad formats, channels, and stakeholders.
To address this, much like a biologist would do for a natural
ecosystem, organizations need to make a list of stakeholders who
contribute content. Then consider their context, habitat, and relationships with other stakeholders in the content ecosystem.
Some IBM teams interviewed stakeholders with the following
interview sheet (Figure 1). This gave a view of stakeholders in content creation, their objectives, and how they were interacting.
Digital transformation means that digital content ecosystems
are extremely volatile – people and technologies change at a very fast
pace – so the content ecosystem needs to be resilient in adapting to
that change.
© tcworld 2017
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Figure 1: Stakeholder
interview sheet

The content ecosystem includes living parts: people and content, and
non-living parts: technologies and formats. The technologies and
formats in the ecosystem need to be flexible enough, and sustaining
enough, for the living parts to thrive.
Technical communicators are part of the ecosystem. So when
starting an analysis of interactions in the system, technical communicators must be aware that they are also part of the system. This is one
of the approaches of complexity theory that posits that every point
of view can only be subjective, so an observer will fully take part in
the ecosystem.
It is important to note that a content ecosystem will include
products and services, but its scope is wider, as Peter Morville (2014)
points out: “When we see everything through the lens of software
and start-ups, we lose our peripheral vision. Information systems
aren’t just code. They are also about the content and culture.”
Peter Senge (2006) looks at the reasons behind this lack of peripheral vision: “The problem starts with not understanding knowledge, how it is created and how it operates in practical settings – be12
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cause knowledge is social. Therefore, to address knowledge you need
to address collaboration and tools to help collaborate.”
Part of the collaboration is for stakeholders to be aware that
they are part of a system, and to understand how their decisions and
actions might interfere with another part of the ecosystem. Lack of
awareness of these interrelations can lead to wasted effort and the
creation of irrelevant content.
Managing complexity in technical communication implies a
change of scope, beyond production of product content to include
collaboration between teams. Because information has become ubiquitous, the scope of technical communication management needs to
encompass both means for internal collaboration across silos and
general business strategy.
This level of complexity is often referred to as “wicked problems”. These types of problems “require holistic, cross-domain
thinking beyond the conventional analytic and decision-centric mindset.” (Guenther, 2013, p. 57)
Content is about language and communication between humans
– this is what makes it inherently complex. Clarity of information is
key to making systems work. “Most of what goes wrong in systems
goes wrong because of biased, late, or missing information.” (Meadows, 2008, p. 174)
Technical communicators have a long history of playing a mediator role between experts and users. They understand the needs of
stakeholders and mitigate these with user needs. This puts them in
the right position to shift the focus towards collaboration and empathy. They can take their connector role further to translate between
domains, bridge viewpoints, coordinate efforts, and synthesize holistic approaches.

2

Language: the energy of content ecosystems

Within the content ecosystem, language is essential. It is the energy
that links living and non-living components. Between silos people
might not speak the same language. The communication threads between elements of the system will influence how resistant and resilient the system works. For Meadows (2008, p. 175) “The first step in
respecting language is keeping it as concrete, meaningful, and truthful as possible – the part of the job of keeping information streams
clear.” What that means is that knowledge management is key – and
communication needs to use plain language. This also includes how
people speak about content itself.
© tcworld 2017
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A key part of making a content ecosystem healthy relies on ensuring a good flow of communication between different entities. It is
the language that is used internally that will ensure a good experience
for users outside of the organization.
The Jain tradition tells the story of the elephant and the blind
men.

The Tale of the Elephant and the Blind Men
Once an elephant came to a small town. People had read and heard
of elephants but no one in the town had ever seen one. Five blind men also
lived in that town, and consequently, they also heard about the elephant.
They had never seen one before, and were eager to find out about elephants.
Then, someone suggested that they could go and feel the elephant with
their hands. They could then get an idea of what an elephant looked like.
The five blind men went to the center of the town where all the people made
room for them to touch the elephant.
Later on, they sat down and began to discuss their experiences. One
blind man, who had touched the trunk of the elephant, said that the elephant must be like a thick tree branch. Another who touched the tail said
the elephant probably looked like a snake or rope. The third man, who
touched the leg, said the shape of the elephant must be like a pillar. The
fourth man, who touched the ear, said that the elephant must be like a huge
fan; while the fifth, who touched the side, said it must be like a wall.
They sat for hours and argued, each one was sure that his view was
correct. Obviously, they were all correct from their own point of view, but
no one was quite willing to listen to the others. Finally, they decided to go
to the wise man of the village and ask him who was correct. The wise man
said, “Each one of you is correct; and each one of you is wrong. Because
each one of you had only touched a part of the elephant’s body. Thus you
only have a partial view of the animal. If you put your partial views together, you will get an idea of what an elephant looks like.”
(Source www.jainworld.com)

All the craft that technical communicators put into making communication clear towards users to help them accomplish their goals, they
must also bring to helping communication flows within the organization. This because good communication within the ecosystem ensures a good experience with the system. This is known as Conway’s
Law: the design of a product or service will reflect the organization
that produced it. If there are misunderstandings, unknowns or other
blockers to smooth communication in the organization, these will
result in inconsistencies and gaps in the overall customer experience.
14
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To ensure better communication, the rules of clear language
apply:
▪▪ Ask questions
▪▪ Make sure the language uses relevant terminology for your interlocutor
▪▪ Remove any unnecessary noise (jargon, adjectives and adverbs,
verbosity in general)
▪▪ Structure the communication around tasks, so that when there is
something to ask, the language is direct and positive.
So much of internal communication today is based on vague language and is open to interpretation.
In addition to being clear, language must also be relevant to the
target audience.
Some IBM teams brought together content experts from different parts of the organization, to discuss the language they used
to talk about content. First, the word “content” itself is quite vague
and does not easily make for a good definition. Marketing teams talk
about SEO, web pages, organic and paid media. Sales talk about enablement assets. Training talks about courses, lessons, and exercises.
Documentation talks about topics and help (and sometimes still,
manuals and guides). Support talks about knowledge assets to be
managed.
To make correlations between the various terms and definitions,
an enterprise-wide card-sorting exercise was organized. Content
practitioners themselves find it difficult to pin down content and the
terms to talk about it.
Content, as opposed to format, channel, or subject matter, had
to be clarified. The common denominator that makes content specific is its purpose – the business value it brings in addressing a specific client need: content ultimately answers a question about what
something is, how it works, or how to use it. Content also has an
experiential purpose: it aims at having clients feel a certain way as a
result of getting an answer to their question.
For example, while some teams speak of video as content,
when looking at this content from a purpose perspective, one team’s
“video” might be another team’s “demo”.
Some types of content, which teams thought were different because people named them differently, were actually very similar. For
example, an exercise in a training course might be almost the same in
purpose and structure as a tutorial in technical documentation.
By highlighting overlaps and defining a terminology that is relevant and accepted, new and better means of communication developed between different actors of the content ecosystem. For ex© tcworld 2017
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ample, the definition of the term for the “exercise” type of content
fosters collaboration between the training department and the technical communication department.
By ensuring that actors of the content ecosystem speak the
same language, and that this language is clear, simple, and goal-oriented, an organization improves the channels of communication between these actors.
The content ecosystem is complex because language is complex.
Language is a by-product of life, and functions like all living things:
it is multifaceted and adaptable, and most of all, designed around a
specific function.
Therefore, focusing the language used internally around its
function, one can improve how the content ecosystem works, and
because a great deal of it relies on interrelations, good, appropriate
use of language makes for a more resilient content ecosystem.

3

Holographic mental models

Clear language and common content terminology are not enough to
scale content strategy to the enterprise level.
Each part of the organization, each team, each business unit or
group has a mental model of:
▪▪ What content is
▪▪ How it is created
▪▪ Why it is created
According to Appelo (2012), “When you mix different areas from
multiple sources, a new idea can emerge that both aggregates and improves on the existing ideas.” To be able to bring different groups together to agree on a content strategy, mental models must be mapped
into visualizations that can be shared.
3.1 Mental models of what content is
This is the continuation of the terminology work to ensure that
groups share a common language to talk about content. This map
focuses on the types of content, their definition, and their structure.
It can include information about audience, format, or publication
channels.
Such a map can be made at each level of the organization. Commonalities found at one level are often replicated at other levels, a bit
like a fractal structure where the micro level is replicated at the macro
level. The holographic structure of content models makes it easier to
adopt content strategy at the enterprise level, so long as comparisons
and alignments are established at the micro and macro levels.
16
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From the content model, concrete content strategy deliverables
can be created. Content types can be integrated as categories into
taxonomy systems to help retrieval of information. Templates can be
created and automated to ensure consistency of structure and presentation for each content type. Finally, the notion of content purpose
and function can help develop tone and voice guidelines with variations based on the function of each content type.
3.2 Mental models of how content gets created
The creation process as a decision table. For each content type identified in the content model, author status, review steps, and publication
steps need to be clarified. This map can help identify when there are
several processes or actors responsible for the same type of publication, or when it is not clear what people or resources should be
involved in the process.
Like the content model, the decision model applies in similar
ways at the micro level and at the macro level. The details about people and resources may vary, but overall the structure of content decisions is similar.
From the decision model, requirements can be associated with
established processes to enable anyone in the organization to make a
decision about how to best go about creating content.
3.3 Mental models of why content gets created
What sort of gap is that content covering? What user need is addressed? What will tell that this content addresses the need?
Actors of the content ecosystem may have very different objectives for why they create content. Marketing may be creating content
to generate leads. Sales creates content to convince prospects that
they are making the right choice. Training creates content to help
users get proficient with a product or service, while documentation
helps them with day-to-day usage. Support creates content to improve the efficiency of support agents in troubleshooting customer
issues (or to help customers help themselves).
The common denominator to these objectives is the interaction
with a customer or user. To define a shared mental model of why content gets created, what is needed is a map of who these customers or
users are, and how they are interacting with your content ecosystem.
Personas can be considered as mental models of a typical user.
This work for defining a persona is often derived from user research,
to remove biases. If proper user research is not available, interviews
with people who are close to customers and users can help flesh out
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the minimum level of information to be shared as a visualization of
a mental model.
Then to map interactions between this persona and the content ecosystem, a content experience map can be used. The content
experience map outlines the main stages of interaction (for example
discovery, consideration, purchase, trial, usage, troubleshooting) and
the details of the experience at each stage (what the person is doing,
thinking, and feeling). The map integrates publication channels and
touchpoints, as well as the types of content used at each stage of the
experience.
The content experience map in itself is just a means of sharing mental models – it is a framework that in and of itself does not
represent every aspect of the experience in a linear way. These experience maps are often used to illustrate a hypothetical end-to-end
experience, in the same way that personas may be used to illustrate
a hypothetical user. What matters here is not to create a simplified,
somewhat biased view of interactions, but more to bring together
various stakeholders around a common framework to talk about the
experience.
For each stage of the experience, the map identifies what sort
of questions a specific type of user is going to ask, the emotions associated to looking for – and finding – the answers, and what role
content plays in providing these answers. Based on the findings from
collective intelligence, high-level missions and objectives can be derived for what the content should achieve.
From these objectives, and from the types of content that contribute to achieving these objectives, measures and KPIs can be put
in place to assess how well these objectives are met through content.
Metrics are most useful when combined and correlated between a
given type of content (for example, traffic on knowledge base pages)
and the stage of experience (for example, whether a lead converted
to a sale).
Persona-based content experience maps are a great tool to share
mental models about why content gets created, and assess whether
the organization is addressing content creation in a purposeful way.
These techniques to share mental models related to content can
apply at any level of an organization. These tools have been used at
IBM at the enterprise level, the product level, and the feature level.

4

Surfing the edge of chaos

Ecosystems are dynamic, and permanently need to adjust to disturbance. Disturbance moves the system away from its initial equilibrium
18
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state. For a content ecosystem to embrace the disturbances of digital
transformation, it must be both resistant (remain close to equilibrium
despite the disturbance) and resilient (return quickly to equilibrium
after the disturbance).
As we have seen, a lot of what happens behind content creation, and therefore what makes content strategy, is about organization and communication that happens within the organization that
creates the content.
We have also seen that the nature of content naturally comes
with complexity. Ralph Stacey (1999), complexity management expert, highlights an area in organizations where understanding complexity is key.
Figure 2: Ralph Stacey’s
(1999) domains of complexity management

When there are more and more stakeholders involved, as is now the
case with content across organizations, management must move beyond coordinators and negotiators to a co-creation approach where
everybody is part and parcel of the creation process. Support may
contribute to marketing, training to doc, doc to sales, etc. That is one
aspect of complexity – the number of stakeholders involved.
But there is another aspect to complexity: the level of uncertainty. With digital transformation, it becomes more and more difficult to foresee what sort of changes are going to happen, and at
what pace. This is known as the butterfly effect: technical changes
my induce a ripple effect with consequences unseen. For example,
the rise of smartphones has direct consequences on website design.
Organizations have already come up with solutions to embrace
uncertainty, in particular through agile methodologies in the software
industry. Agile embraces complexity through the agile manifesto:
© tcworld 2017
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1. Individuals and interactions over processes and tools
2. Working software over comprehensive documentation
3. Customer collaboration over contract negotiation
4. Responding to change over following a plan
In the way that agile principles are put into practice, a strong emphasis is placed on experimentation with small teams working on increments and adjusting their course of action to changing conditions.
This is workable for small groups and well-defined teams but
becomes a challenge when many different stakeholders are involved.
In that case, which is the typical case of content strategy in many
organizations today, you need an approach that combines co-creation
and experimentation.
French sociologist Christian Morel (2014a, b) looked into the
processes that drive good and bad decision-making in both high-risk
and complex environments. A lot of his research can help identify
what could be a reasonable approach for making decisions about
content in our complex digital world.
The complexity of digital organizations leads to imprecise division of work, knowledge gaps between divisions, unorganized meetings and workgroup practices, with the wish not to challenge the status quo (which is considered as what keeps an organization together).
While most actors are inclined to think that decisions within big
organizations are logical and rational, we are often rarely aware of
human factors at play that trick our perception:
▪▪ Representation errors or “white elephants”, which trick us into
believing that everything is going well while, in fact, nothing is.
▪▪ Target fixation, which happens when you make hasty irrational
decisions because an objective is almost reached.
▪▪ Loss of meaning happens when action becomes an objective of
its own.
▪▪ Attention deficit, which may be due to stress, overstimulation, or
tiredness.
These individual perception flaws become exacerbated in groups,
where social biases influence group dynamics, which leads to unchallenged, faulty decisions.
Christian Morel (2014a, b) highlights four ways to deal with
complexity for organizations to make reliable decisions:
1. Manage uncertainty with simple rules – these rules may not be scientifically or rationally complete, but they are simple enough that
anybody can apply them to make a decision.
2. Communicate for clarity, by systematically checking one’s understanding of another’s statement. This is important to avoid
implied consensus. Because these rules of communication are not
20
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natural, they have to be standardized and put in place deliberatively.
3. Bring diverse groups together through integrated processes. Use
checklists and checkpoints to be collectively filled in, so as to
ensure good communication around divisions at each stage of the
process.
4. Manage through vision and lessons learned. Managers, experts
and novices all play a role in making decisions. Bad decisions
emerge when there isn’t a good balance of power between these
roles. In high-risk, uncertain situations, what was proven to work
were models with no or limited hierarchy, and relative autonomy
for actors, paired with a very good understanding of the mission
(or overarching objective). While micro-management focuses
on how to do things, and common management on what to do,
mission-command management is about why you do things.
It is also important to acknowledge that in complex systems, there
is no cause-and-effect relationship between events, so when something goes wrong there is no point in blaming one specific actor for
a bad decision. On the contrary, the organization will favor learning
over blaming, and will ask for mandatory, anonymous debriefs on all
actions. This helps identify weak signals quickly (repeated small mistakes that could one day turn into a catastrophe) and adjust decisions
based on collective experience.
While decision-making could be considered as a field reserved
to management, in complex systems decisions are owned collectively,
and the organizations that support content strategy – and the decisions that are made about content – must be structured to manage
uncertainty in a collective way, and enable the whole organization to
learn and adapt. These kinds of organizations are also referred to as
complex adaptive systems.
They are found in nature with systems that collectively adapt
quickly to changing conditions or threats.

5

The synchronized nature of content

Another feature of complex systems in nature is synchronization.
The whole system “beats” at a given rhythm, and that rhythm helps
the system be more resistant and resilient. For example, body organs
have their own pace, and the body as a whole synchronizes these different paces through an orchestrating “clock”.
The same goes for content. Pace is critical in the creation and
delivery of content. A content strategy needs to include a form of
“clock” for content to be created and delivered at a regular pace.
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This pace can take the form of an editorial calendar, review
committees, or other regular checkpoints that provide the beat of a
content system.
It does not really matter what gets done at every checkpoint or
beat of the clock – what matters is that something gets delivered each
time, to create momentum.
Publication rhythm brings together people, processes, and technologies so that, like a pumping heart bringing blood to cells, content
gets delivered to its audience at the right place and time.
Organizations are content ecosystems, with interrelations and dependencies between people and content. What makes these interrelations efficient is the use of language, which must be structured for
clarity even internally. This language also applies to the way people
talk about content. To bring stakeholders together into a shared understanding of what content is, how it gets created, and why, mapping techniques can be used to visualize collective knowledge. Finally, governance must take into account decision-making patterns
for managing uncertainty, adapting, and finding the right pace for the
organization to deliver content.

6
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Abstract: Within technical communication, usability often means
meeting the communication needs of individuals according to the
contexts in which content is accessed and used (Norman, 2002; Garrett, 2010). As such, usability is a central aspect of effective content
strategy. Employing ideas of usability in ways that enhance content
strategy, however, is not easy. Rather, it requires an understanding of
the complex and often rapidly shifting contexts in which individuals
(i.e., users) access content (St. Amant, 2015). The challenge involves
identifying and tracking the variables that can affect how and when
content is used in different settings. A modified version of script
theory can help technical communicators address such situations and
enhance content strategy practices.
Proposed by Silvan Tomkins (1987), script theory views communication contexts as sequences of standard processes – or scripts
– humans use to move through different contexts in their daily lives.
These scripts contain variables that influence how individuals expect
to access and use content in different settings. Later modifications
of script theory have identified additional variables affecting uses of
content and mechanisms of content delivery in different environments (Shank & Abelson, 1977). More recently, script theory has
been used to examine the contexts technical communicators must
address when developing content for different audiences (St. Amant,
2016). These approaches note how one can apply script theory to
produce a range of user-centered communication products that reflect the contexts in which individuals use content – and thus have
important implications for content strategy practices. Using sample
scenarios, this contribution examines how script theory can help
technical communicators design more user-centered/usable content
in different contexts.
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1

Introduction

Content is a foundational aspect of technical communication. After
all, it is the content that technical communicators create, edit, and
distribute that helps individuals understand topics and use technologies. In this way, the content technical communicators create represents the mechanism through which they often contribute value to an
organization (Carliner, 1996; Mirel, 2002; Scott, 2008).
1.1 Content and Value
The value of such content, however, is not connected to the existence of materials in and of themselves. Rather, it is connected to
how content facilitates use – or how individuals use something (Holbrook, 1999; Andrews et al., 2012). In some cases, this aspect of use
is connected to understanding how or why a particular process takes
place (e.g., understanding the dynamics of electricity to identify problems with an electrical device). In others, this use is connected to
performing an activity – such as instructions for how to upload a
file to a database or replace a part on a machine. Thus, the value of
content is connected to its usability – or how well individuals can use
it to achieve an objective (Acharya, 2016).
1.2 Content, Usability, and Value
This connection between content, usability, and value means technical communicators need to think of content-related processes in
terms of usability (Acharya, 2016). Usable content adds value; content that is not usable detracts from value and might cause loss if
individuals become frustrated with and return a product (Dumas &
Redish, 1999; Alexander, 2013). The challenge to addressing contentrelated expectations of usability is to understand the factors affecting
usability expectations for different audiences.
1.3 Contents of This Entry
This entry overviews the challenges created by this relationship between content and usability. It also discusses how script theory can
provide technical communicators with a mechanism for addressing
the usability expectation audiences associate with content when used
in different contexts. The entry then concludes with an explanation
of how to apply script theory to design content to be more usable in
different contexts.
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2

Content, Design, and Use

There is a general belief that the design of an item can facilitate use
(Norman, 2002). The design of a hammer, for example, makes it
easier to use to do things such as pound nails into place or extract
nails embedded in a substance. The same belief often applies to perceptions of content and encompasses how content is designed and
delivered. Information designed to meet the genre conventions of instructions sets, for example, helps individuals use information effectively to perform a task (Selber, 2010). Content designed for access
on the small screen, in turn, allows individuals to use information via
hand-held devices (Swarts, 2007). Accordingly, one could argue the
design of content itself facilitates use. Or, as one saying explains it,
“form follows function” – i.e., the design of an object makes it useful
for certain tasks (Stinson, 2015). This association, however, can create problems relating to content and usability.
2.1 Limits to Form and Function
The form information takes is only one aspect affecting how usable
content is or might be. In fact, the setting – or context – in which
one accesses and uses content can greatly affect how usable a particular design might be (Selber, 2010; Petroski, 1992; Nielson Norman
Group, 2014). The shape of a hammer, for example, might make it
well-suited to pound or remove nails in general. Using it effectively
for such tasks, however, requires the application of leverage to the
hammer’s handle to pound or pull a nail. If the user of a hammer is
in a space too small to exert such leverage, then the hammer cannot
be used, despite how well-suited its design might be in general.
2.2 Problems with Content and Context
The same is the case for content. The genre conventions for an instruction set might facilitate use when individuals can read through
text in an even, undistracted way. If the individual must repeatedly
look away from and then look back at instructions, then such design
might not be particularly useful. (It could lead to continually losing
one’s place and re-reading text.) Likewise, content designed for the
small screen might be usable when the reader can devote her/his full
attention to the text (e.g., reading while riding on the bus). The need
to perform an activity – such as changing a tire – by contrast, might
make such content difficult to read or to use. Thus, the effective design of content/materials – alone – is not enough to ensure usability.
Rather, one must also consider, understand, and design for the context in which individuals will use that content (Garrett, 2010; Hassenzahl & Tractinsky 2006; Getto & St.Amant, 2014).
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2.3 Re-thinking Relationships
In the prior examples, the context in which individuals use content
could require a re-design of materials to make them usable. Thus,
form does not inherently follow function. Rather, we need to design
materials for the settings in which individuals use them – or conform
content to context (St. Amant, 2017). For this reason, making content
usable involves understanding the context in which individuals will
use it to achieve an objective (Selber, 2010; Potts & Bartocci, 2009;
St. Amant, 2017). Technical communicators can then take steps to
design content so individuals can use it effectively in that context.
Achieving this objective, however, is far more complex a task that
one might realize.

3

 nderstanding the Dynamics of Use and
U
Context

When creating usable content, the central question to answer is: What
dynamics will affect the usability of content in a given setting? These factors
– or variables – are what technical communicators must identify
and address when developing content to meet user expectations (St.
Amant, 2017). Solving this problem involves determining
▪▪ Where – in what setting – individuals use content to achieve an
objective
▪▪ What that objective is
Addressing such factors involves two sources of information: internal and external.
The internal source are the technical communicators creating
the content, for they know the objective they want individuals to
achieve when using this content. So, technical communicators creating content need to answer the questions “Why (to what end) are
individuals using this content?” The overarching idea is to determine
what the objective of use (i.e., why individuals are using this content) is.
3.1 Context of Use
Once the objective of use is identified, technical communicators
should next focus on collecting data from external sources – namely,
the individuals who will use this content. The goal is to obtain essential information on the context of use – or the setting in which the intended audience will use that content to achieve the identified objective of use (St. Amant, 2017; Getto & St. Amant, 2014; Selber, 2010).
To research this item, technical communicators can use methods
such as interviews or focus groups to directly ask members of the intended audience “Where do you do X?” (i.e., in what setting/context
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do you undertake this process/achieve this objective)? The idea is not
to create content customized for each context of use. Rather, it is to
identify the range of contexts in which individuals might undertake
the related task or activity. Once known, technical communicators
can design content to help achieve this objective across as broad a
range of contexts as is possible.
Knowing where individuals undertake an activity is not enough
to design for effective use. Rather, technical communicators must
also identify what items, or variables, in that context might affect how
that content is used.
3.2 Variables of Use
The variables of use are those items that affect how content is used in a
particular setting (i.e., context of use) (St. Amant, 2017). In some cases, they encompass the materials found in a setting. The availability
of a power source, for example, can affect the mechanisms individuals can use to access online content in a given context. (And if such
mechanisms are not present, then content needs to be provided in a
different way.) Similarly, who is in a setting can affect how individuals use content. If an assistant will be in a context, then content can
be written to account for two persons collaborating vs. one working
alone. In these ways, the variables of use can influence what constitutes usable content in a given context.
Accordingly, creating usable content would involve identifying
the variables affecting expectations of usability in a setting. Doing so
requires more than asking individuals where they will perform a task.
It also involves working with those individuals to perform a context inventory – or identify the variables affecting use in that context. In fact,
when it comes to usability, such context inventories are as important
to effective communication as conducing a content inventory. (After
all, an effective context inventory is essential to determining how to
design and use the materials found in one’s content inventory.)
3.3 Context Inventories
Conducting a context inventory involves more than asking members
of a given audience “What is in that setting?” This is because respondents might note items that are in that context but do not affect the use of materials or contribute to performing a given task
(Petroski 1992; Norman, 2002; St. Amant, 2017). Complicating this
dynamic is certain items in a context might contribute to use at particular points in a process, but not others.
Such information needs to come directly from the members of
the audience for which one is developing content (Spinuzzi, 2000).
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Thus, the surveys, interviews, and focus groups used to address the
question “Where do you perform task X?” must include questions
designed to conduct an inventory of that context to identify variables
of use. Such a data collection process cannot be haphazard – particularly when they involve a relatively large or diverse group of users.
For this reason, technical communicators can benefit from mechanisms that can help them quickly and effectively inventory such contexts. Script theory can provide such a mechanism.

4

Script Theory: An Overview

First proposed by Silvan S. Tomkins, script theory examines how humans engage in certain kinds of activities in a given setting over time
(Tomkins, 1978, 1987). The idea works as follows: Many kinds of
social interactions repeatedly take place in a similar setting or similar
kind of setting. As such, the dynamics of this context – what is expected to be there, who is expected to be there, and what parties are
expected to do – become set in our minds through repeated exposure
over time.
4.1 Expectations of Setting
Consider the setting/context of a classroom. One usually expects
students and a teacher to be present, desks and a chalkboard or
whiteboard to be present, and chalk/markers and an eraser to be
present. Thus, one knows who and what to expect in that context.
Moreover, one also knows the dynamics affecting what parties can
and will do in this setting. Students will sit at desks and use desks as a
surface on which they perform work/activities. Teachers will use the
chalk/marker to write information on a chalkboard/whiteboard for
students to see and use erasers to remove that writing later.
These contextual expectations – what and who should be in a
context, who may use materials in that context and how – are not
inherent to humans. Yet, when we walk into a classroom – or simply hear the word “classroom,” – all of these expectations reflexively
come to mind. This reflexive response influences other expectations
of the use of items in that setting (e.g., who might use chalk to write
on the board) and the tasks one performs in that setting (e.g., educational vs. entertainment-related activities). So where do these expectations come from? Humans learn them from exposure over time.
The more we see certain objects and persons in a particular
context, the more we expect them to be there. Similarly, the more we
see objects used in certain ways in that context, the more we also begin to expect such factors in that setting. These reflexive expectations
28
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of behavior and use constitute what Tomkins calls “scripts” (Tomkins, 1978, 1987). The idea is the individuals in this setting adopt a
particular role in a certain kind of interaction – like the scenes in the
script for a play. If one knows the scripts an audience/users associate
with a given context of use, the more effectively one can inventory
the context represented by such scripts.
4.2 Elements of Inventory
According to Tomkins, this idea of behavior in context as script
means individuals expect certain kinds of variables to be present in
that context/setting. Thus, if one knows what variables to look for,
one can more readily and effectively identify, understand, and design
content to account for them. Such factors include
▪▪ Scenes – The setting in which a particular kind of action takes
place (e.g., a classroom)
▪▪ Props – The materials individuals expect to encounter in and
be used to perform expected activities in that setting (e.g., desks,
chalkboard/whiteboard, chalk/marker, eraser)
▪▪ Roles – The individuals one expects to encounter in that setting
and the activities those individuals are expected to undertake/perform in that setting (e.g., teacher, students)
These factors form the foundational variables of use one must identify when inventorying a given context of use.
4.3 Expanding Understanding of Scripts
The initial script-related elements proposed by Tomkins were later
expanded to encompass additional variables affecting context-based/
script expectations (Abelson, 1973; Schank, 1973; Schank & Abelson,
1977). These elements included
▪▪ Entry conditions – How items or information entered/got into
a particular scene – if individuals need something not in a scene,
how do they obtain it (e.g., bringing a mobile phone to obtain
information from an online source if needed)
▪▪ Exit conditions – If something needs to be sent out of – or exit
– a scene to perform an activity (e.g., submit a request for more
information), what mechanisms are available to do so (e.g., will
one have online access to send information out of the classroom
via a mobile phone if needed)
▪▪ Sequence – In what order do the actions for completing an
activity take place in a scene; what are those activities (e.g., teacher
calls class to attention, teacher reviews material from prior class,
teacher writes related summary on the chalkboard, students take
notes as teacher talks)
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Again, such factors become points technical communicators need to
identify when inventorying a context to design content for variables
affecting use in that context.
More recently, these script-based variables have been refined to
address usability in technical communication situations (St. Amant,
2017). These modifications focus on identifying materials in a context and include
▪▪ Features – What characteristics must a particular prop have for
individuals to recognize what it is and how to use it in that context
(e.g., what should a chalkboard look like to be recognized in the
context of a classroom)
▪▪ Wardrobe – What aspects of dress, title, or other factors do
individuals use to identify who the persons in a given setting are
to know who will perform what actions (e.g., what should teachers
wear or carry to identify themselves as teachers in a classroom)
▪▪ Dialogue – What set statements or phrase must one use – or
does one expect to encounter – to proceed with certain activities
in a given setting (e.g., what must a teacher say to give students
permission to ask a question in the context of a classroom)
Taken together, these script-related elements create a framework
technical communicators can use to craft questions for obtaining
context of use information and related usability expectations. The
challenge becomes how to apply these ideas into a mechanism for
effective data collection.

5

 pplying Ideas to Usability Research and
A
Content Development

The script-related categories noted earlier can become the foundation for questions used to understand the script/context expectations of different users. Such questions can be presented in a number
of formats including interviews and focus groups. Ideally, technical
communicators can use a mix of these methods to collect effective
data on user expectations of context.
5.1 Research Design
The questions one might use to obtain information on context and
variables of use might vary. They should, however, all focus on collecting certain kinds of information including
▪▪ The setting (context) in which the activities take place (setting)
▪▪ The sequence in which the activities in an overall process occur
(sequence)
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▪▪ The materials used to perform activities in each stage of the process (props)
▪▪ The persons who are present and participate in different steps of
the process (roles)
▪▪ The methods for obtaining external information and materials or
sending requisite information out of a particular context of use
(entry and exit conditions)
Additionally, technical communicators might wish to ask such questions in a certain order. The idea is to make sure researchers can obtain the full range of variable-related information needed to understand the dynamics of usability in a given context.
5.2 Questions to Address
An example of the questions one might ask – and the order in which
they are presented – is as follows:
Context Identification Questions
▪▪ Where/in what setting (or context) do you do X?
▪▪ When do you generally do X in this setting?
Prop and Role Questions (General)
▪▪ Who is in this setting?
–– How do you know who these persons are (what factors do
you use to identify who these persons are)?
▪▪ What is in this setting?
–– How do you know what that object is (what factors do you
use to identify what that item is)?
Sequence Questions (Putting Variables in Context)
▪▪ Describe the overall process of doing X in this setting: What do
you do first? What do you do next?
What
do you use to do task A (engage in the first major activity in
▪▪
this overall process)?
▪▪ What does [the item/s you use to perform task A] look like? Describe it to me.
▪▪ Does anyone help as you perform task A?
▪▪ Who are they? (How do you know who they are/what characteristics or factors do you use to identify who they are?)
▪▪ What does that person do when helping you perform this process?
▪▪ What do you use to do task B (engage in the second major activity
in this overall process)?
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▪▪ What does [the item/s you use to perform task B] look like? Describe it to me.
▪▪ Does anyone help as you perform task B?
▪▪ Who are they? (How do you know who they are/what characteristics or factors do you use to identify who they are?)
▪▪ What does that person do when helping you perform this process?
[Continue this line of questioning for all major tasks the subject identified as part of completing this overall process in this setting.]
Information Access and Transmission Questions (General)
▪▪ What do you do if you have questions while you are performing
this process in this setting? What do you use to obtain answers to
these questions?
▪▪ When (based on your experiences) in this overall process do you
usually need to get such answers?
▪▪ What do you do if an item you need to perform a given process is
missing?
▪▪ Do you ever need to send information or items out of this setting when performing this activity (e.g., provide an access code to
obtain needed information to complete an activity)?
What
do you do/use to send this information out of this setting?
▪▪
▪▪ When (based on your experiences) in this overall process do you
usually need to send such information or items out of this setting?
Concluding Context Questions
▪▪ How do you know when the overall process is complete?
▪▪ What do you do then/upon completion of this process?
▪▪ What kinds of problems have you previously experienced when
trying to perform this process in this setting?
▪▪ What did you do when those problems occurred? Why?
▪▪ Is there anything else about this process you’d like to mention or
you think we need to consider or know about?
These sample questions are not comprehensive, but they can serve
as a foundation for developing the questions needed to understand
usability expectations for different contexts of use.
5.3 Data Collection Methods
In terms of gathering such data, technical communicators should
use a mix of interviews and focus groups. Interviews can provide
preliminary information on context expectations by identifying common variables across individual members of a given audience. Once
technical communicators have identified such factors, they can use
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focus groups to test how common such factors are. They can also
use focus groups to identify new variables (not noted in interviews),
modify existing variables based on feedback, and even gain ideas on
how to address content expectations in a given context of use. Once
technical communicators have developed initial materials, they can
use follow-up focus groups or observational testing (e.g., talk aloud
protocols) to assess the usability of such draft content.

6

Repeated, Regular Research

While the design approaches resulting from this process can be effective, technical communicators need to realize that the information (and related design practices) resulting from this process is not
permanent. Rather, contexts evolve over time and in response to a
range of factors. For this reason, technical communicators should
conduct regular context inventories to maintain up-to-date information to guide content design, development, and distribution practices.
6.1 Timing and Updates
When and how often to conduct context inventories can vary depending on the nature of the processes (e.g., new legal requirements
regulating the performance of certain tasks). They can also change
based on factors affecting the variables in different contexts. (For example, changes in the kinds of props one might find or use in a given
setting based on new products entering the market.)
As a general practice, technical communicators might do limited, small-scale interviews or focus groups to do a quick, annual review of various contexts of use to determine if any usability-related
changes have occurred. If such small-scale reviews indicate a substantive change affecting use, then technical communicators might
undertake a more large-scale review to better identify and understand
such dynamics. (Such regular reviews can also help technical communicators maintain their skills at conducting interview, focus group,
and other kinds of research via regular practice.)
6.2 Collaboration and Coordination
As such information on context of use affects more than just the
design of content, technical communicators should consider how
they might archive and share this data with other members of their
organization. Such individuals could include engineers, designers, and
marketers as well as trainers – who might need to provide employees with instruction on research practices. Technical communicators
might also consider how they could coordinate with these individu© tcworld 2017
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als to distribute context-of-use data gathering activities to make the
overall process more manageable. Doing so could also allow for the
inclusion of more research subjects as well as an easier mechanism
for conducing annual context inventories to check the currency of
existing data on contexts of use.
The collecting of such information could also provide an opportunity to partner with educators on such research and content
design activities. Content development and usability/user experience
design skills are increasingly important to technical communication
curricula. Similarly, technical communication students need to learn
the kinds of research skills essential to creating content and meeting audience expectations in different contexts. The opportunity to
participate in research projects investigating context of use could
provide them with applied experiences related to such topics. Such
opportunities could also allow technical communicators in industry
to work with larger pools of research subjects based on the overall
number of researchers – or research teams – involved in such activities. At a minimum, collaborations around such topics could provide
unique and valuable mentoring and learning experiences that benefit
all involved (St. Amant & Meloncon, 2016).

7

Conclusion

A number of individuals have used the expression “content is king”
to convey the importance of content in today’s economy. The value
of content, however, is not an intrinsic feature of information or ideas. Rather, that value is connected to how effectively individuals can
use content to accomplish desired objectives. The context in which
such activities take place can thus affect the value content has for different individuals.
A script-theory approach to understanding such contexts can
help technical communicators better address such factors. By providing a mechanism for identifying the variables affecting usability in
different settings, script theory helps make such research more uniform and more manageable. The relatively systematic way in which
script theory can help individuals research contexts of use also allows
for new opportunities for engaging in research on content, usability,
and design. Not only can this approach provide data that other divisions in an organization can use, but it also produces an approach
for distributive research projects across more individuals. As such,
script-based research on context can allow for relatively easy, regular
updates and scalable examinations of user expectations.
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Abstract: For almost two decades now, Trans-Atlantic and Pacific
Project (TAPP) members have been collaborating in multilateral
projects that connect students in technical communication courses
with students in translation courses, hence giving technical communication students in the United States an opportunity to experience
how their content can be translated and localized across languages
and cultures (Maylath et al.. 2008, Mousten et al.. 2008, Mousten et
al., 2010, Mousten et al., 2012, Maylath et al., 2013a, Maylath et al.,
2013b, Hammer & Maylath, 2014, Sorensen et al., 2015, Steinmann
et al., 2016). In this article, two members of TAPP share results
from their semester-long collaboration, where undergraduate technical communication students at the University of Texas in El Paso
(UTEP), Texas wrote texts that were then collaboratively translated
by graduate students in the translation program at Ghent University
in Belgium. Through this collaboration, UTEP and Ghent students
worked as translators, technical communicators, and content strategists as they decided how to best create, transform, and organize
information for a broad range of audiences. In this way, students in
this collaboration were able to understand how language accessibility plays a role in successful content strategy, as technical communicators must now create information that can be easily accessed and
adapted across languages, cultures, and platforms.

1

Introduction

The ways in which people navigate and engage with information
online has continued to shift over the last two decades. As a result,
companies and organizations also continue adapting their practices
for structuring and organizing digital content. Content strategy, or “a
repeatable system defining the entire editorial content development
process for a website” (Gonzales et al., 2016, p. 2), became a critical
issue in the late 1990s to early 2000s, as website development teams
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continued to grow along with the increased volume of web content
and web users. Content strategy involves more than just managing
digital information, encompassing both “an organizational vision for
information and an action plan for achieving it” (Batova & Andersen, 2016, p. 2). Content strategy “also involves the branding (such as
creation and sustainability of a digital identity), organization (such
as tagging, storing, and accessing information), management (such
as the oversight and inventory of content), and delivery of content
within and outside organizations” (Gonzales et al., 2016, p. 2). Thus,
content strategy requires organizations to consider how content is
being delivered across audiences and platforms, and how the image
of the organization is being represented and adapted across media.
While content strategy presents many intricacies when information is being developed and shared in a single language, this complexity only increases when businesses and organizations aim to
reach multilingual, international users (Abel & Bailie, 2014; Batova,
2014). Globalized content management/strategy, as Batova and Clark
(2015) explain, requires additional attention to issues like translation
and localization, the decontextualization and repurposing of text,
and the handling of cultural and linguistic idiosyncrasies. Furthermore, as Abel and Bailie (2014) clarify, global content strategy requires intricate content analysis to ensure that all information on a
particular site or platform is both translated and culturally-localized
for international audiences. To achieve successful content strategy,
Abel and Bailie (2014) explain, translation and localization must happen throughout the process of content creation. Thus, in order to
be successful, content strategy across languages requires additional
training and experience areas like technical communication, translation, and user-experience.
In this article, we argue that pedagogical collaborations between
translation and technical communication courses can provide one avenue for gaining the increased training that professionals will need
to work in the area of global content strategy. By sharing lessons
from the collaboration that we established between technical communication students in the United States and translation students in
Belgium, we propose that teachers of both translation and technical communication can begin preparing students to understand and
practice global content strategy, specifically by embedding classroom
experiences that push students to strategize for the delivery of content that they create for international audiences. In order to introduce our collaboration, we will begin by providing an overview of
our partnership through the Transatlantic and Pacific Network, an
ongoing partnership between translation and technical communica38
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tion courses in various countries. We will then introduce our specific
classes, discussing how the context of each course influenced the collaborations among our students. Finally, we will present findings from
our collaboration, before drawing implications for how this partnership provided useful lessons in content strategy for both translation
and technical communication students.

2

The TAPP Network

The Trans-Atlantic and Pacific Project (TAPP) network was launched
in 1999–2000, when Bruce Maylath (North Dakota State University)
and Sonia Vandepitte (Ghent University) connected a course in technical communication in the United States with a course in translation in Belgium. This collaboration expanded into a worldwide network of translation, writing, and usability testing classes who share
insights into individual and collaborative writing across borders
and cultures (Maylath et al., 2008, Mousten et al., 2008, Mousten et
al., 2010, Mousten et al., 2012, Maylath et al., 2013a, Maylath et al.,
2013b, Hammer & Maylath, 2014, Sorensen et al., 2015, Steinmann
et al., 2016). There are mainly two types of projects involved in the
collaboration: one in which English writing classes produce texts that
are tested for their usability and translated into one or more languages (writing – translation) and one in which translation classes send
their translations for editing to their partners in a different country
(translation – editing). Currently, one Greek, one Russian, one Spanish and four American universities are active writing and/or editing,
one Finnish, one American and one Spanish university apply usability
tests, and two Belgian, one Danish, one French, three Italian and two
Portuguese universities are translating texts in a collaborative exercise
with an American university.
The TAPP network spreads easily and swiftly, since it operates
at the grassroots level, which has the advantage of red tape and bureaucracy being virtually absent. Collaborations are also highly flexible: students’ projects are whatever assignments that the instructors
on both sides agree upon. Furthermore, the projects do not depend
on any funding: grants are not necessary, since both students and
teachers rely on existing “freeware” communication technologies,
e.g., e-mail, Skype, Facebook, or WhatsApp.
While the overall aim of TAPP is to increase collaborative international skills among students and to gain knowledge of one’s own
and others’ cultural bases, students have reported improvement of
social and communication skills, such as learning how to call each
other, how not to offend each other, how to apply email etiquette,
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how to establish contact with an unknown person and become acquainted with multilingual speakers. In addition, previous projects
have also yielded examples of the following perceived benefits:
thoughtful and careful reading, summarizing, finding main ideas, providing ideas for text clarification, using the commentary function in
MS Word, and improved awareness of figurative language in idioms
and vagueness. Most frequently perhaps, was their experience of having been placed in a position with collaboration responsibility (e.g.
Steinmann et al., 2016).

3

Our classes and assignments

Our particular TAPP network collaboration consisted of a partnership between an upper-level undergraduate technical communication
class in the department of Rhetoric and Writing Studies at the University of Texas, El Paso (UTEP), USA, and a specialized translation
class at Master’s level in the Translation, Interpreting, and Communication Department at Ghent University in Belgium. As part of their
coursework, technical communication students at UTEP were asked
to develop and write their own definition of technical communication
based on their reading of current scholarship in technical communication and user-experience (e.g., Lauer & Brumberger, 2016; Brumberger and Lauer, 2015; Blythe, Lauer & Curran, 2014). Students
worked in groups to arrive at an operational definition of technical
communication by writing a literature review for an academic paper
referencing the overlapping and expanding technical communication
activities that extend into issues of user experience, translation, and
content strategy. Then, Ghent students translated the papers originally written in English by UTEP students into Dutch. Using feedback
from their instructor, Ghent students developed questions for UTEP
students regarding their translations, working through passages that
were unclear or difficult to translate. Thus, through their translation
processes, Ghent students and UTEP students had to understand the
complexities of the source text in relation to disciplinary definitions
and conversations, and to then also consider how this information
could best be translated and organized for an international audience.
In this way, UTEP and Ghent students worked as translators, technical communicators, and content strategists as they decided how to
best create, transform, and organize information for a broad range
of audiences.
In total, UTEP students produced 10 source texts, which yielded 18 translations. The Zephyr learning platform at Ghent University was used to exchange the documents between the classes, where
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students themselves from both universities can upload their work as
student publications into dedicated folders. Figures 1 and 2 illustrate
excerpts from a source text created by UTEP students and a sample
translation of the source text with questions and corrections provided by Ghent students and their instructor.
Figure 1: Source Text
Created by UTEP
Students

Figure 2: Translated Text
with Comments from
Ghent Students and
Instructor
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As Figures 1 and 2 demonstrate, Ghent students used the track
changes feature on Microsoft Word to ask questions or make clarifications regarding their translation of the English source texts. Figure
2 shows the Dutch translation of the source text, which in this case
has been commented by the teacher (balloons starting with SoVa),
to which the student replies (balloons named ‘a’) or responds with
a new question (first balloon with marking), before sending the final
version to the American student. The Belgian students were asked to
ask questions for clarification to El Paso students. To facilitate translation, UTEP students also provided a glossary for their source texts,
as shown in Figure 3.
Figure 3: Glossary Provided by UTEP Students
to Facilitate Translation

As UTEP students prepared to send their texts to their Ghent partners for translation, they were asked to consider words, terms, and
phrases that may not be easily understood or translated for an international audience. As UTEP students wrote their initial papers, they
were asked to come up with a list of complex terms to include in
their glossary for their Ghent collaborators. Before all texts were delivered to Ghent students, UTEP students conducted brief usability
tests of their documents with other students in the class, using this
activity as an opportunity to add to and adjust their glossaries while
also making revisions to their initial papers.
It is important to note that the students in the UTEP technical communication course reflected the student demographic of
their university as a whole. That is, although students at UTEP were
proficient in English to various degrees, approximately one third of
the class did not identify English as their first language. Additionally,
about one third of the students in the class were Mexican nationals,
which means that they are students who live across the border in
Juarez, Chihuahua, Mexico, and cross over to attend their University
in El Paso each day. Thus, while students were writing and discussing
their work in English for the purposes of the class, many students in
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the course also had experience learning and understanding English
as an additional language, and therefore had some experience with
translation in their everyday practices. Participating in this collaboration, then, provided an additional opportunity for UTEP students
to understand the workflows of professional translators as they also
experienced the activities of contemporary technical communication.
Although none of the UTEP students in this collaboration knew any
Dutch, both groups of students learned about translation and technical communication in their respective contexts.

4

Lessons and Implications

Although some Ghent translation students may have asked their
peers in the US questions for clarification, it was their own teacher
that prompted them to think about these conversations. As it happened, translation students had just learned that for the popular scientific text they had translated the week before, they should omit the
references from the academic journal. In this exercise, they learned
they could point out to the source text writer that they had to be inserted if the texts were to apply APA-rules. However, some of them
went through a stage of confusion and had questions about citing
features in academic articles. They doubted whether names of authors, dates, and page numbers had to be mentioned or omitted. As
such, Ghent students learned about the use of style guides, different
text types and different academic style features such as citing.
Ghent students were also developing new thoughts about the
extent to which their role as translators allowed them to omit certain
phrases in source texts: they were learning to decide whether a writer
emphasized a particular thought when repeating it, or whether the
article would become more efficient if it were omitted. Translation
students also learned that the development of glossaries is not an
easy task and that the first attempts at setting one up are rife with
problems (with respect to the selection of glossary items, morphological conventions, defining abstract notions, etc.). Ghent students
learned to think more critically about the source texts, understanding
that some of them may be in need of editing before translation and
that this can be communicated tactfully.
In addition to learning about translation workflows through
their collaboration with Ghent students, UTEP students also learned
about the different activities that contemporary technical communicators frequently engage in as they work in increasingly global contexts. In their final course reflections, UTEP students commented
that “being a technical communicator means knowing how to work
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with translators to adapt language.” Furthermore, one student explained, “Seeing my work translated helped me think about the audiences that we try to reach as technical communicators. We’re not
always writing and designing for people in our language.” Although
UTEP students read scholarship that discussed connections between
translation and technical communication during the course, it was
through their collaboration with Ghent University students that these
connections were fully clarified.
As UTEP students developed their definitions of technical
communication through their course readings, they knew that their
papers were going to be sent to and translated by translation students
at Ghent University. Because of the nature of the TAPP collaboration, Ghent students and UTEP students had a chance to introduce
each other, sending headshots and group class pictures to each other
during their introductions. Through these simple relationship-building exercises, technical communicators and translators got the chance
to physically see the professionals who would be engaging with their
work and making it accessible to different audiences. Therefore, the
activity of translation, specifically for UTEP students, no longer became this abstract, distant process to be completed by a machine or
unidentified person. Instead, UTEP students knew that their work
would be read by their collaborators, adding an extra layer of humanity to the project that helped students on both sides to understand
how technical processes are completed by human professionals. The
TAPP collaboration provided an opportunity for students to engage
with people at several different stages of content creation and dissemination. Through this work, students at both universities had an
opportunity to think about how they could engage in future collaborations as they work to make accessible content across geographical,
linguistic, and cultural borders.

5

Conclusion and Future Collaborations

The brief collaboration outlined in this paper is just one example
of how technical communication and translation students can work
together to gain experiences in global content development. In this
specific project, students had the opportunity to experience how information can be created to facilitate global dissemination, thinking
about how issues of language and culture may impact the accessibility of their content. As students worked together to create texts that
were accessible in two languages, they had the chance to think about
how discipline-specific terminology can be adapted to fit within different linguistic frameworks. By working in teams both within their
44
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own institutions and with their international partners, students in this
collaboration had the opportunity to develop strategies for effectively
organizing information for a wide range of audiences across different languages. Thus, although this collaboration is just one limited
example of how global content strategy can be introduced to students, we hope the examples presented in this article lead to further
collaborative projects that help students both understand and practice the intricacies of creating, organizing, and sharing information in
contemporary multilingual settings.
While our collaboration was helpful in pushing us to think
about how translation and technical communication students can
collaborate to experience and learn about successful content strategy, we would like to go a step further to better understand the daily
practices of professional communicators and translators as they collaborate with each other to develop a successful content strategy. We
would therefore like to invite readers interested in participating in
such an inquiry – and especially practicing technical communicators
and translators – to contact us to discuss a potential collaboration.
The information collected from that study would then allow us to
mirror the pre-professional experiences outlined in this paper to the
professional level more closely, helping us develop a smoother entry
for the students into the professional world.

6
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Abstract: This empirical research seeks to study the strategies used in
translating cultural contents of scientific and technical texts. Taking
a social-cultural approach, the study applies and develops the cultural categories and sub-categories of Newmark (1988), which are
widely drawn upon by translation scholars, and examines 40 English
texts along with their Mandarin Chinese translation texts in order to
identify the source cultural contents and their corresponding translation strategies. Among these, 20 English texts were selected from the
website of Financial Times, and 20 English texts were selected from
the website of Shell, a global group of energy and petrochemicals
companies, both having a large readership. It is found that cultural
contents happen both in texts that report science and technology and
in texts that are aimed at the end users of technological products. It
is also found that FT translators and Shell translators have some in
common in their strategies used to translate relevant cultural contents, but at the same time also show differences. The implications of
these findings are then discussed in specific relation to the training of
scientific and technical translators, and in general relation to the field
of scientific and technical translation.  1

1

Introduction

Unlike other texts such as literary ones, it remains a topic of debate
whether or not scientific and technical texts are culturally flavored.
This possibly explains why scholars of scientific and technical translation often start their work by explicitly contending that scientific
and technical texts are cultural. Kastberg, for example, states that “we
have a basis for arguing against what still seems be to a generally accepted idea, namely the culturelessness of technical culture” (2007,
p. 104). He further proposes to prioritize cultural competence in
technical translation by showing that “cultural issues are not merely
  1 An earlier version of this paper was presented at the European Academic Colloquium on
Technical Communication Studies, held on 28 April 2017 at the University of Leuven, Campus SintAndries, Antwerp, Belgium, and later at the research seminar held on 24 May 2017 at the author’s
department. The author is grateful for the comments received at both events and the paper is
revised accordingly. All errors remain the author’s.
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a curiosity of certain technical genres, but in fact inherent to technical communication as a whole” (p. 104). More recently, Byrne (2014)
echoes this view by saying that “[w]hile the common view of scientific writing is that it is dry, highly objective and impartial, with all
traces of style and linguistic creativity chased from the discourse like
a fox from a chicken coop, the reality is quite different” (pp. 2–3).
Citing Locke (1992), who “dismantles” the idea that in scientific discourse there is no place for cultural elements such as metaphors, Byrne makes the call that “[t]he implication of this for translators, then,
is that they must be able to recognize and negotiate culture-bound
metaphors in much the same way as literary translators must” (p. 3).
In line with the above as well as other studies such as Wright &
Wright (1993), Montalt & González Davies (2014), Szal (2014), Karimnia (2015), Olohan (2016), the current research seeks to provide
further evidence that scientific and technical texts contain cultural
elements. Additionally, the research studies how cultural elements, if
existent, are translated by professional scientific/technical translators.
The author holds the view that the study is important also because currently “a major amount of translation work being done all
over the world is scientific-technical translation” and “[i]t has been
estimated that technical translation accounts for some 90%” (Karimnia, 2015, p. 28). And according to Byrne (2014, p. 3):
In today’s information age, the role of scientific and technical
translation is more important than ever. It has facilitated some
of the most significant scientific and technological advances of
recent decades. These advances have transformed our daily lives
to the extent that the world around us is virtually unrecognizable from fifty, or even twenty, years ago. Virtually every aspect of our lives from education and work to entertainment,
shopping and travel has been swept along by a seemingly unstoppable wave of new inventions and technological advances.
What many people do not realize is that these inventions and
advances are accompanied at almost every step of the way by
translation in its capacity as a vehicle for disseminating scientific
and technical knowledge.

2

A brief review of literature

2.1 The concept of culture
There are two approaches in literature to cultural issues in translation.
One takes the concept of culture for granted and one starts with
48
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defining it. The former approach is represented by Baker (2011) and
Olohan (2016). With an implicit approach, Baker for example discusses in great detail culture-specific non-equivalence issues and the
strategies used by professional translators. Olohan on the other hand
dots in her book examples for cultural issues, such as brand names,
interpersonal references, rhetorical strategies, humor, and makes the
following point to scientific and technical translators:
Translation, as communication, is inherently social and intercultural, thus also requiring you to acquire knowledge, understanding and skills to communicate and act as an intercultural
specialist. (p. 15)
Scholars in the latter approach mentioned above are in the majority.
Taking the perspective that “defining [culture] delimits how it is perceived and taught”, Katan reviews various definitions of the concept
(2004, p. 25), and reveals that by 1952, there were 164 definitions and
from then on the number has been growing without a single definition agreed upon between scholars. Among these definitions, some
are very long, such as that by Goodenough (1964, cited in SnellHornby, 1995) and some are very short, such as that by Newmark
(1988), both reproduced below:
As I see it, a society’s culture consists of whatever it is one has
to know or believe in order to operate in a manner acceptable
to its members, and do so in any role that they accept for any
one of themselves. Culture, being what people have to learn as
distinct from their biological heritage, must consist of the end
product of learning: knowledge, in a most general, if relative,
sense of the term. By this definition, we should note that culture is not a material phenomenon; it does not consist of things,
people, behavior or emotions. It is rather an organization of
these things. It is the forms of things that people have in mind,
their models for perceiving, relating, and otherwise interpreting them. As such, the things people say and do, their social
arrangements and events, are products of by-products of their
culture as they apply it to the task of perceiving and dealing
with their circumstances. To one who knows their culture, these
things and events are also signs signifying the cultural forms
or models of which they are material representations (Goodenough 1964, cited in Snell-Hornby 1995, pp. 39–40).
I define culture as the way of life and its manifestations that are peculiar to a community that uses a particular language as its means of ex© tcworld 2017
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pression. More specifically, I distinguish “cultural” from “universal”
and “personal” language. (Newmark, 1988, p. 94).
While the definitions of culture are varied on the surface level
as can be seen from the above two, a lot of definitions share the core
meanings of the concept: culture is social, not universal, and belongs
to a group or community, not individuals. These meanings are either
implied or explicated by the scholars cited above, and are also represented in one of the definitions in the 21st century, as below:
We think of culture as made up of the diverse repertoires of
practices, values, and beliefs that individuals use to engage and
make sense of the world to accomplish purposes valued by
them and the communities in which they participate (Medin &
Bang, 2014, p. 13622).
In the current research, the author also takes this social perspective
and in particular adopts Newmark’s definition of culture, for two
reasons. Firstly, despite his rather short definition, Newmark has
proposed sub-categories of culture (see Section 2.2) and these subcategories provide great operational ease for the author to identify
the cultural contents in scientific and technical texts. Secondly, Newmark’s cultural categories are also drawn upon by scholars of scientific and technical translation. For instance, Montalt and González
Davies (2014) denote the following as cultural contents of medical
texts:
Any kind of expression (textual, verbal, non-verbal or audiovisual) denoting any material, ecological, social, religious, linguistic
or emotional manifestation that can be attributed to a particular
community (geographic, socio-economic, professional, linguistic, religious, bilingual, etc.) and would be admitted as a trait of
that community by those who consider themselves to be members of it. Such an expression may, on occasions, create a comprehension or a translation problem (p. 177).
Of note is that some scholars doing similar research (e.g. Szal, 2014,
Karimnia, 2015) use Stolze’s (2009) model of cultural categories. In
this model, culture refers to the culture unique to the community
of science and technology people and is sub-divided into culture
of word use, syntax, text and pragmatics, though Karimnia (2015)
has added to it style as a new category. This approach consequently
leads us to recognize scientific and technical texts as examples of
language for specific purposes, which results in genre studies that
distinguish scientific and technical texts from texts on other subjects.
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The current research takes a different perspective. It sees scientific
and technical texts as texts in a big pool at the macro social level and
examines whether or not the kind of cultural issues generally common to texts on other subjects are also observable in texts on science
and technology and how professional scientific and technical translators are dealing with them thereafter. As such, the current research
excludes “terminologies” from data, unlike Byrne (2014), Kastberg
(2007), Szal (2014), or Karimnia (2015). However, if a word used
in a scientific or technical text involves elements of common social
culture, then it will be part of the data for examination. To illustrate,
Kastberg (2007) mentions the word “soldar”, which is a specialized
terminology and yet is used in overlapping but different technical
senses in English, German and Danish, which poses a translation
problem. The current research does not study specialized terminologies like this as used by specialists in a specialized field. On the other
hand, for the word “notorious”, for example, since it carries with it
social connotations, it would be regarded as a cultural word for social
culture in Newmark’s categories, and be included in the current research for how it is translated into Chinese if it is used in scientific or
technical texts that are studied.
2.2 Sub-categories of culture
As mentioned earlier, Newmark’s (ibid.) sub-categories of culture are
useful for identifying the cultural contents of a text. There are five
such sub-categories, as below.
1. Ecology: Flora, fauna, winds, plains, hills. This kind of cultural
information present in a text includes ecological features, typically
geographic ones. In the current research, names of people, places
and countries all belong to this category.
2. Material culture (artefacts): food, clothes, houses/towns, transport. The identification of such cultural contents is straightforward, but the translation of such contents is not. In the current
research, brand names are put under this category, as they represent technological products, such as clothing fabric.
3. Social culture: work and leisure. Cultural words or expressions
that fall into this category are those that have social or political
connotations, such as “the proletariat”, “the masses”. Newmark
also includes in this category archaisms that are used ironically or
humorously in a text, and are therefore often put in inverted commas. As mentioned earlier, the word “notorious” for instance is a
cultural word in the category of social culture due to its connotations.
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4. Organizations, customs, activities, procedures, concepts: political
and administrative terms (including institutional terms such as the
head of state, political parties, public bodies, local governments
and posts), international terms, religious terms, artistic terms.
5. Gestures and habits. Gestures and habits are attached with different meanings in different culture, such as spitting as a blessing,
nodding to dissent or shaking one’s head to assent.
In the current research, the author ventures to add to its data “figures of speech” as a new sub-category of cultural contents. This is
because figures of speech are often cultural, as noted by Newmark
(ibid.), Byrne (ibid.), Montalt & González Davies (ibid.), etc., though
interestingly none of them include this in their discussions of culture.
2.3 Translation strategies
Cultural contents pose translation problems (e.g. Montalt & González
Davies, 2014; Baker, 2011; Katan, 2004; Newmark 1988), and this
calls for the ways to deal with them. Newmark (ibid.) uses the term
“translation procedure” in referring to them whereas Baker (2011)
and Katan (2004) both use “translation strategy”. The current research follows Baker and Katan, and uses “translation strategy” to
refer to the ways to resolve translation problems, particularly because
in Chinese the word “strategy” suggests a method whereas the word
“procedure” has more to do with a step in a process of doing things.
Scholars have recommended various ways for resolving translation problems, with different or similar labels. These roughly fall into
the fifteen main translation strategies discussed in Newmark (ibid.)
under the label “translation procedures”, as follows.
1. Literal translation. This a basic strategy from which all translation starts until there is a problem for doing so, which will lead to
a translation not making sense. It operates at the word level, the
sentence level and the textual level.
2. Transference. This refers to the use of a transference word or
transcript in a translation text. Typical cases where transference
is recommended are names of all living and most dead people,
geographical and topographical names, names of periodicals and
newspapers, titles of as yet untranslated literary works, plays,
films, etc., names of private companies and institutions, names of
public or national institutions unless they have recognized translation, street names, addresses.
3. Naturalization. This strategy succeeds transference and adapts
a source word to the normal pronunciation, then to the normal
morphology of a target language.
4. Cultural equivalent. This is an approximate translation where a
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source language cultural word is translated by a target language
cultural word, if an equivalent is existent.
5. Functional equivalent. According to Newmark (ibid.), this strategy applies to cases where a source language cultural word does
not have an equivalent and as a result a culture-free word is used
in translation. As such, this strategy neutralizes or deculturalizes
the source word. In the current research, the word “neutralization” is used for this strategy.
6. Descriptive equivalent. At the term itself suggests, this translation describes what the referent of a source word is like as well as
its function(s) sometimes.
7. Synonym. In this strategy, a near target language equivalent to a
source language word is used. But some connotations may be lost
as a result.
8. Through translation. This strategy is often used for translating
the names of organizations. Though by nature literal translation,
it does not look after collocation issues like the strategy of literal
translation.
9. Shifts or transposition. This strategy involves the change of parts
of speech of a source language word.
10. Modulation. In this strategy, there is a change of viewpoint or
perspective and very often a category of thought. Typical changes
are part for the whole, abstract for concrete, cause for effect, one
part for another, active for the passive, space for time, change of
symbols.
11. Recognized translation. According to Newmark (ibid. p. 89),
“you should normally use the official or the generally recognized
translation of any institutional term. If appropriate, you can gloss
it and in doing so, indirectly show your disagreement with this
official version”.
12. Compensation. “This is said to occur when loss of meaning,
sound-effect, metaphor or pragmatic effect in one part of a
sentence is compensated in another part, or in a contiguous sentence” (ibid. p. 91).
13. Reduction and expansion. As the terms suggest, they are imprecise translation strategies.
14. Paraphrase. In this strategy, the translation is an amplification or
explanation of the meaning of a segment of a source text.
15. Notes. This strategy supplies additional information in a translation. “The additional information a translator may have to add
to his version is normally cultural (accounting for difference
between SL and TL culture), technical (relating to the topic) or
linguistic (explaining wayward use of words), and is dependent
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on the requirement of his, as opposed to the original, readership”
(ibid. p. 91). Notes can be in a translation text, at the bottom of a
page, at the end of a chapter or at the end of a book.
It is worth noting that a translator may combine more than one strategy when trying to resolve a translation problem. Depending on the
number of translation strategies combined, the new strategy is called
a couplet, triplet, quadruplet, etc. by Newmark (ibid.).
To summarize Section 2, the current research draws upon Newmark (1988) and has developed six cultural categories in order to
identify the cultural contents in the scientific and technical texts studied. In order to examine how these cultural contents are translated,
the research generally follows Newmark’s categorization of different
ways of translating, but uses a different umbrella term “translation
strategy” and uses “neutralization” to replace “functional equivalence” in Newmark’s terminologies.

3

Methodology

According to Olohan (ibid. pp. 4–5), scientific and technical texts
“for which translations are likely to be commissioned” generally have
two focuses. The first is on “the communication of scientific knowledge”, e.g. specialized scientific research, popular science reporting.
The second pertains to “the design, delivery and use of technical
products […] aimed at end users”, e.g. instruction manuals, patent
specifications. The current research has chosen texts that respectively
represent these two focuses of aim, with the view to examining translation strategies for cultural contents.
Also according to Olohan (ibid.), there are five types of scientific and technical texts or genres: technical instructions, technical
data sheets and technical brochures, patents, scientific research articles and abstracts, and finally popular science. The current research
chooses the last category, i.e. popular science, for the reason that this
genre of scientific and technical texts has a very large readership and
if such texts contain cultural contents, then relevant findings will be
more meaningful for the research purposes.
3.1 Data sources
The newspaper Financial Times (FT) is chosen to represent texts
intended to communicate scientific knowledge, whereas the official
website of Shell is chosen to represent texts aimed at end users. Both
sources are chosen for research because they both operate internationally aimed at the general public and both have a full Chinese ver54
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sion, thus allow more random selections of source and target texts
for study.
“The Financial Times (FT) is one of the world’s leading news
organizations, recognized globally for its authority, integrity and accuracy. The FT provides a broad range of essential services, including
news, comment, data and analysis, to a growing audience of internationally minded professionals” (FT, 2017; accessed on 19 May 2017).
The researcher believes the study of the translation of cultural contents, if existent, in its news reports of science and technology will
be significant.
Similarly, Shell is “a global group of energy and petrochemicals companies” and “aims to meet the world’s growing demand for
energy in ways that are economically, environmentally and socially
responsible” (Shell 2017; accessed on 19 May 2017). The website information is mainly for users of its products, and also reports its
own technological innovations to its end users. Olohan (ibid.) recommends the website of international scientific and technical companies
as a good data source for those studying the translation of technical
texts and mentions JCB (www.jcb.com), which is a manufacturer of
construction equipment. Shell was chosen over JCB because the researcher believes the former’s products reach more customers and
thus research findings may be more representative.
3.2 The data: size of sample and coding
In total, 20 English texts were randomly selected respectively from
the websites of Financial Times (https://www.ft.com/?edition=uk)
and Shell (http://www.shell.co.uk/). They were then read against
their respective Chinese translations. Typically, a source text from
Financial Times is over 900 words and a source text from Shell is
around 300 words.
All cultural contents are identified and their translations extracted. Both were then transferred into an Excel spreadsheet. The
spreadsheet pages were set up according to the cultural categories,
and sub-categories if applicable, set in Section 2.2. The translation
strategy for each case of cultural contents was manually coded and
counted.
Frequency of use of a particular translation strategy was calculated within each of the cultural categories, or a sub-category if this
applies. Repeating cases of cultural contents were counted only once
unless a different translation strategy is used at different occurrences
of cases.
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4

Data: analysis and results

In all, 7 types of cultural contents are identified in the 40 texts studied. This result is presented in Table 1 below:
Table 1: types of cultural
contents in scientific and
technical texts

Types of cultural contents

Number of
cases from FT

Number of
cases from
Shell

1. Ecology

92

34

2. Material culture

35

18

3. Social culture

10

38

4. Political/administrative institutional
terms

92

49

5. Figures of speech

131

41

6. Historical terms

2

1

7. Terms for international institutions

0

6

Total number of cases of cultural
contents

362

187

As can be seen, there are overall 362 cases of cultural contents in
the Financial Times texts and 187 cases in the Shell texts. On the
surface, it looks that cultural contents happen less frequently in the
Shell texts. This is probably because the Shell texts are much shorter
than those from Financial Times. As aforementioned (See Section 3.2
above), a Shell text is typically around 300 words, approximately one
third of the length of a Financial Times text. The researcher believes
that if the Shell texts were as long as the Financial Times texts, then
cultural information might happen as frequently.
It is clear that among the seven types of cultural contents identified, five types happen very frequently in both the Shell texts and the
Financial Times texts: ecology, material culture, social culture, political/administrative institutional terms and figures of speech. As such,
the data analysis of both cultural categories and translation strategies
will focus on these five types. In a similar vein, the research will only
discuss most frequently used translation strategies for a specific type
of cultural contents. Where examples are self-evident, discussions
will be brief or omitted.
4.1 Ecological items and their translation strategies
In both Shell texts and FT texts, two kinds of ecological items are
identified, as presented in Table 2 below. With regard to the translation strategies used, although the general tendency is the same for
both Shell and FT translators, there are some variations.
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Number of cases

Number of cases of Translation strategies for subcategories
sub-categories
(percentage = frequency of use)

FT: 92

People’s names: 53

53 (100/%): transliteration followed by ST in brackets.

Geographical items: 39 36 (92.3%): recognized translation without ST
3 (7.7%): translation followed by ST in brackets
Shell: 34

People’s names: 13

8 (61.5%): transliteration followed by ST in brackets.
5 (38.5%): transference

Geographical items: 21 20 (95.2%): recognized translation without ST
1 (4.8%): transference

FT translators use one strategy to translate all people’s names. Scholars in English-Chinese translation generally recommend that recognized translation according to official sources such as China’s Xinhua
news agency be used to translate well-known people such as heads of
states, prime ministers without the need to bracket their names in a
SL immediately afterwards as is the case of ordinary people’s names.
In the current research, while this principle is generally followed, the
researcher finds that the name “David Cameron”, that of a former
UK prime minister, is treated in the same way as when ordinary people’s names are translated. That is, his name is translated and his English name is bracketed following the Chinese translation, even though
the translation uses the accepted or established version.
For Shell translators, on the other hand, a large proportion
(38.5%) of people’s names is transferred, rather than being transliterated.
Regarding geographical items, these are found to be the names
for countries, cities, towns, etc. in the current research. As Table 2
shows, FT translators translate all of them but more often without
bracketing the ST afterwards, whereas Shell translators either translate these terms without bracketing the ST afterwards like FT translators, or consort to the strategy transference.
Below are examples respectively for the strategies frequently
used for translating names of people or places.
[1] Transliteration with SL bracketed afterwards
ST: David Cameron is among those who argue that the advent of
the internet should not upset that apparent balance between security
and privacy.
TT: 一些人辩称，互联网的问世不应扰乱安全和隐私之间
的明显平衡，英国首相戴维•卡梅伦 (David Cameron) 就是其中之
一。
Strictly speaking, two translation strategies are used in the above
example for translating “David Cameron”, one is transliteration and
© tcworld 2017
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the other is expansion or amplification because the translator here
amplifies the meaning of “David Cameron” by noting who the person is, represented by 英国首相 (Britain’s prime minister).
[2] Recognized translation without ST
ST: Our deep-water activities extend from the Gulf of Mexico
to the China Sea, from the Norwegian continental shelf to the waters off
Nigeria’s coast.
TT: 我们的深水活动从墨西哥湾延伸至中国海，从挪威大
陆架延伸至尼日利亚近海。
4.2 Material culture items and their translation strategies
In both Shell and FT texts, the most often presented material culture
items are brand names, or names of technological products. FT and
Shell translators both use the strategy transference more often than
other strategies, as in Table 3 below. Wang (2010, cited in Olohan
ibid. pp. 83–74) states that “it is not uncommon for brand names to
be transliterated in Chinese, preserving the sound of the original”.
Nonetheless, it appears that most FT and Shell translators did not use
this strategy.
Number of cases
FT: 35

Number of cases of Translation strategies for subcategories
sub-categories
(percentage = frequency of use)
Brand names: 29

25 (86%): transference
3 (10%): back translation
1 (3%): recognized translation with ST in brackets

Book/article titles: 6

6 (100%): through translation with ST in brackets

Brand names: 17

10 (59%): transference
5 (29%): transliteration without ST in brackets

Shell: 18

1 (6%): literal translation
1 (6%): through translation
Book/article titles: 1

Table 3: Type 2 cultural
content and its translation strategy

1 (100%): through translation without ST in brackets

Below is an example for the transference strategy.
[3] Transference
ST: A new DNA cut-and-paste tool known as Crispr has made
the process unexpectedly simple.
TT: 名为Crispr的新的基因剪切与粘贴工具让这个过程变
得意外地简单。
4.3 Social culture items and their translation strategies
As in Table 4 below, half of the social culture contents found in FT
texts are translated by using the strategy “cultural equivalent”. In Shell
texts, by contrast, the strategy “literal translation” is used slightly
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more often than “cultural equivalent”, though both are used fairly
frequently.
Number of cases

Translation strategies for subcategories
(percentage = frequency of use)

FT: 10

5 (50%): cultural equivalent

Table 4: Type 3 culture
content and its translation strategy

2 (20%): neutralization
1 (10%): through translation
1 (10%): synonym
1 (10%): transliteration without ST in brackets
Shell: 38

15 (39.5%): cultural equivalent
17 (44.7%): literal translation
2 (5.30%): through translation
2 (5.30%): neutralization
1 (2.60%): synonym
1 (2.60%): reduction

Below are examples respectively for the strategies of “cultural equivalent” and “literal translation”.
[4] Cultural equivalent
ST: So keep your boot and back seat clear of unnecessary items
that can add weight to your vehicle (e.g. golf clubs).
TT: 因此请清理您的汽车行李箱和后车座，移除那些徒增
汽车重量的不必要物品（例如高尔夫球杆）。
[5] Literal translation
ST: We are using our know-how, technology and innovation to
deliver more, cleaner energy to help meet the world’s growing needs,
and find ways to use energy more efficiently. We also work with partners, communities, governments and others to do this in environmentally and socially responsible ways.
TT: 我们将利用我们的专业知识、技术和创新成果，提供
更多、更清洁的能源，帮助满足世界不断增加的能源需求，
并寻找能源的更高效利用方式。我们还与合作伙伴、社区、
政府和其他方合作，努力以对环境和社会负责任的方式实现
这一目标。
Example [4] is an example for translating imperatives, which occur
frequently in technical instructions and are represented in some Shell
texts advising drivers on how to drive safely or economically. While
occasionally using literal translation, Shell translators more often
use the strategy “cultural equivalent” to soften the commanding/
demanding tone of such structures, which is illustrated by the Chinese character “请” (qing; please) in the above, or controversially by
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the phrase “应该” (ying gai; should) elsewhere. This way of translation echoes what Katan (ibid.) states on the differences between a
high context and a low context culture. The Chinese culture is a high
context culture compared to the British culture. The use of “请” or
“应该” in translating English imperatives in some contexts serves
to reduce the flavor of aggression or rudeness felt in the Chinese
imperatives.
Another note is the use of personal pronouns “we”, “us” and
“our” in Shell texts to refer to the company itself, as illustrated in
Example [5] above. In parallel Chinese texts, a company would avoid
these personal pronouns, and instead use “本公司” (ben gongsi; this
company), and rarely “我们的” (women de; our). In this research, however, Shell translators have translated these pronouns all literally. This
way of translating personal pronouns appears in line with Olohan
(ibid.), but does not resonate well with the Chinese cultural practice.
4.4 P
 olitical/administrative items and their translation
strategies
Two sub-categories are found in Shell and FT texts as presented below in Table 5.
Number of cases

Number of cases of Translation strategies for subcategories
sub-categories
(percentage = frequency of use)
Institutional names: 89

60 (67.4%): transliteration with ST in brackets
27 (30.3%): transference

FT: 92

2 (2.2%): back translation
Currencies and
measurements: 3

3 (100%): through translation (not always helpful for TL
readership)

Institutional names: 41

21 (51.2%): through translation without ST in brackets
10 (24.4%): transference

Shell: 49

8 (19.5%): transliteration with ST in brackets
2 (4.9%): back translation
Currencies and
measurements: 8

Table 5: Type 4 culture
content and its translation strategy

60

8: through translation (not always helpful for TL readership)

As evident, FT translators and Shell translators use different strategies in translating institutional names, but they use the same strategy
when dealing with currencies and measurements.
For institutional terms, the most frequently used translation strategy
in FT translation is transliteration with their ST bracketed afterwards,
whereas in Shell translation, the corresponding strategy is through
translation without their ST bracketed afterwards. Although transliteration and through translation are both literal, the difference be© tcworld 2017
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tween them being used by FT and Shell translators is whether or not
source terms are bracketed afterwards in the translation text. Arguably, bracketing a source term is more helpful for readers who would
like to track the institutions, as also recommended in translation literature (e.g. Newmark ibid.). Additionally, FT translators also quite
often transfer source political/administrative terms to a translation
text, using the strategy transference.
With regard to the translation of currencies and other measurements, it is striking that both FT translators and Shell translators do
through translation. This is different from what the researcher has
experienced in the translation industry, where the general principle is
to use international units of measurements or use what Olohan (ibid.
p. 86) calls dual-labelling (international metric units used together
with customary units).
Examples of the above discussed translation strategies are given
below.
[6] Institutional names: transliteration with ST in brackets
ST: The treatment is similar to cancer therapies in development
using modified T-cells from companies including Novartis of Switzerland and Juno and Kite of the US.
TT: 该疗法类似于瑞士的诺华制药 (Novartis) 以及美国的
(Juno) 和 (Kite) 等公司开发的使用修饰T细胞治疗癌症的办
法。
[7] Institutional names: through translation without ST in brackets
ST: When the Royal Dutch Petroleum Company and Shell Transport
and Trading merged in 1907, the latter’s brand name and symbol (Shell
and the pecten) became the short-form name and emblem of the
new Royal Dutch Shell Group. And so it has remained ever since.
TT: 荷兰皇家石油公司和壳牌运输和贸易公司于 1907 年
合并时，后者的品牌名称和标志（壳牌和贝壳）成为新成立
的荷兰皇家壳牌集团 (Royal Dutch Shell Group) 的简明名称和
标志。此后一直保持至今。
[8] Institutional names: transference
ST: “[…] I would like to see Kering register as a B Corporation
[a business certified by the non-profit B Lab to meet rigorous standards of social and environmental performance], which would be the
best way for them to demonstrate their integrity.”
TT: “[…]我希望看到开云成为B类认证企业（即由非赢利
机构B Lab认证的企业，满足严格的社会责任与环保指标），
这将是时尚巨擎们展现自己对环保言而有信的最佳方式。”
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[9] Currencies: through translation
ST: Quest was built on behalf of the Athabasca Oil Sands Project joint-venture owners Shell Canada Energy (60 per cent), Chevron
Canada Limited (20 per cent) and Marathon Oil Canada Corporation
(20 per cent), and was made possible through strong support from
the governments of Alberta and Canada who provided C$865 million
in funding.
TT: 奎斯特项目由阿萨巴斯卡油砂项目（Athabasca Oil
Sands Project）的合资伙伴建设完成，包括壳牌加拿大能源公
司（60%）、雪佛龙加拿大有限公司（20%）和马拉松石油加
拿大公司（20%）。同时，阿尔伯塔省政府和加拿大联邦政
府也给予该项目不可或缺的有力支持和 8.65 亿加元的资金投
入。
[10] Measurements: through translation
ST: And even better, the road was a whole five yards away, since
the Auerhahn sits right at the start of the 37 miles of the B500 which
climbs south all the way to the market town of Freudenstadt.
TT: 更妙的是，这里距离公路只有五码，而且 Auerhahn
酒店就坐落在 37 英里长的 B500的开始处，它会一路蜿蜒到佛
罗伊登施塔特集镇。
4.5 Figures of speech and their translation strategies
As shown in Table 6 below, figures of speech have several sub-categories found in FT and Shell texts. For their sub-categories, metaphors (including similes) are found to be the most frequent type in
both FT and Shell texts. The strategies used by FT and Shell translators in translating metaphors are similar in terms of the frequency
of use. There are three strategies: cultural equivalent, neutralization
and literal translation, respectively illustrated following Table 6. Both
Montalt & González Davies (ibid.) and Byrne (ibid.) state that metaphors (and similes) are valuable in scientific texts, with Byrne specifying that they “are an incredibly useful tool for writers of both scientific and, to a slightly lesser extent, technical texts” (ibid. p. 50). The
findings presented in Table 6 support this view and reflect the translation strategies mentioned by Montalt & González Davies (ibid.),
who use different terms for the strategies in question though do not
specify the order of frequency of their use.
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Number of cases

Number of cases of Translation strategies for
sub-categories
subcategories (percentage
= frequency of use)

FT: 131

Metaphor: 113

Table 6: Type 5 culture
content and its translation strategies

39 (34.5%): cultural equivalent
37 (32.7%): neutralization
32 (28.3%): literal translation
3 (2.7%): through translation
2 (1.8%): reduction

Personification: 13

8 (61.5%): literal translation
4 (30.8%): neutralization
1 (7.7%): modulation

Pun: 3

1 (33.3%): literal translation
1 (33.3%): through translation
1 (33.3%): literal translation

Shell: 41

Humor: 2

2 (100%): literal translation

Metaphor: 35

14 (40%): cultural equivalent
10 (28.6%): neutralization
10 (28.6%): literal translation
1 (2.9%): reduction

Personification: 2

2 (100%): literal translation

Pun: 1

1 (100%): cultural equivalent

Humor: 1

1 (100%): literal translation

Alliteration: 1

1 (100%): neutralization

End rhyme: 1

1 (100%): neutralization

[11] Cultural equivalent
ST: Many consumers see the great divide between luxury and
fast fashion as black and white, good and bad.
TT: 很多消费者认为奢侈品与快时尚（Fast Fashion)零售
商将T台上最时尚的设计以最快速度制造并铺货到卖场的一
种销售模式）之间泾渭分明。
“泾渭分明” (jing wei fen ming; as clearly distinguishable as Jing
and Wei) is a Chinese idiom where literally “泾” and “渭”respectively
refer to two rivers that meet but are easy to tell apart due to the
amount of sand carried in their flowing water and thus the colour of
the water.
[12] Neutralization
ST: Giving the brain an extra jolt of juice — whether chemical or
electrical — is one thing.
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TT: 给大脑加上额外的助力——不论是化学的还是电子
的——是一回事，[…]
“给大脑加上额外的助力” means “add extra help to the
brain”.
[13] Literal translation
ST: Innovation is in our DNA
TT: 创新已深植于我们的基因
4.6 Summary of data analysis results
Two major findings can be made out of the above data analysis, as
follows:
1. Most of the cultural categories discussed in literature are found
in scientific and technical texts, which include ecological items,
geographical items, material culture, social culture, political/administrative items, and figures of speech.
2. There are preferred translation strategies for each type of cultural
contents. Some of them follow what scholars or the industry
has recommended, but some of them do not. Typical examples
include the translation of people’s names, brand names, currencies
and other measures.

5

Conclusion and discussion

The findings from this research provide strong evidence that scientific and technical texts are cultural. An immediate implication is
therefore that scientific and technical translators need to be trained to
translate cultural contents, a competence that has already been called
for by Kastberg (ibid.).
Nonetheless, the findings also raise new issues regarding translator training. Firstly, as the data analysis shows, both FT and Shell
translators seem to be free with the ways of translating some cultural
contents, instead of following the generally recommended principles.
For example, for the names of people and places, Shell translators
sometimes transfer them into their translation texts (see Table 2).
This seems to contradict with what English-Chinese scholars have
recommended, and contradict with the general principle stipulated
in the Law of the People’s Republic of China on the Standard Spoken and Written Chinese Language (2000), which is that foreign
names and places should be translated by using Chinese characters.
While not suggesting that translators who do not follow this principle should be prosecuted, the researcher believes that the relevant
research finding makes translator training complicated. Hence, the
current practice will need to be reviewed.
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Secondly, it would be interesting to find out the underlying theoretic approach that guides FT or Shell translators, or more generally professional scientific and technical translators. Byrne (ibid., p. 8)
points to the current worrying situation where “[o]ne of the most
difficult aspects of translation theory is that scientific and technical
translation have traditionally been neglected by scholars and none of
the mainstream theories really addresses scientific and technical translation specifically”. He then states that “there is still a lot to be done
before we can comfortably apply a theoretical model to scientific and
technical translation”. The researcher takes the stance that a departure point along this line would be to survey professional scientific
and technical translators regarding what they aim to achieve in translating a source text for its target readership. Olohan (ibid., pp. 16–17)
says “translators often aim to translate a text in such a way that it
will be accepted by the target discourse community as recognizably
belonging to a genre, conforming to the rules and conventions of
the genre, fulfilling identifiable communicative purposes”. This does
not seem to be observed in the current research all the time in that
while FT translators generally convey the messages of cultural contents, Shell translators appear to take a freer approach, which makes
it difficult to judge whether or not their translation is recognizable/
acceptable to their target community of readers. A case in point is the
way Shell translators translate social cultural contents. While a large
proportion of cultural contents are translated in such a way that they
make sense to the target readership, some are not dealt with this way.
For instance, the sentence “B is for biking” is translated as “B 代表
骑摩托车” (back translation: B represents riding a motorcycle). This
translation hardly makes sense to the target reader, because the native
speaker of Chinese would not be able to see the connection between
“B” and “riding a motorcycle”. The researcher believes that a survey
study among professional translators would be necessary in order to
find out the underlying translation principle, which ultimately would
be particularly helpful in the efforts to establish a suitable theoretical
model for scientific and technical translation.
Finally, while we try to find out what professional translators
think what scientific and technical translation needs to achieve, it
would also be important to find out the points of view of translation users and/or clients. As a matter of fact, professional translation
always serves a readership. Hence, studies of reader experience of
scientific and technical translation regarding cultural contents would
be fruitful.
A limitation of the current research is that it only studies popular scientific and technical texts. Relevant findings should not be used
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to generalize scientific and technical translation. It would be ideal that
all text types or genres covering science and technology were studied,
such as scientific research articles and abstracts, patents, technical instructions or brochures (Olohan, ibid.). This would take several additional research projects. That aside, the current research has provided
evidence that scientific and technical texts are cultural, by looking
into popular scientific and technical texts that have a very large readership and that have been commissioned to professional translators.
It is hoped that the current research will serve as a start-point of
research along similar lines and will contribute to the training of scientific and technical translators.

6
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Abstract: In the 21st century websites present an array of new challenges and demand translators` creative solutions to satisfy every
user, both the sighted and the visually impaired. In the light of online communication, translators implement a plethora of strategies
to facilitate correspondence between the source text and the target
text. Taking into account advanced translation technology, translation
activities cover a spectrum of lexical matters that are not only visualized on the user interface but also by means of adding text alternatives which is embedded in the HTML structure. Here, the synergy
between localization and web accessibility makes Internet users get
and use web content which is effective, efficient and satisfying. Moreover, translators and localizers are able to lower or even remove access barriers to the digital world if their work is based on the WCAG
(Web Content Accessibility Guidelines) rules, which are promoted in
the digital world.
This is why, in terms of good localization practices focused
on implementing correct link destination, adding film transcripts or
descriptions of interactive presentations, multilingual alternative descriptions of images, professional translators support users whose
access to information is limited because of their visual impairment,
but who can hear the digital content. So, the notions of accuracy,
adequacy, and simplification in translation should be incorporated in
the professional translation world. Moreover, it is worth noticing that
in the 20th century Casagrande promoted the idea of translating a
message as efficiently and accurately as possible.
Thus, university programs offering in-depth training in translation must be changed not only to combine linguistic and digital literacy in the area of multilingual communication, but also to incorporate
accessibility and usability.
The aim of this paper is to discuss a new approach that can be
used by webmasters, web designers, localizers and translators in the
field of web designing, creating multilingual environment and making websites accessible. The main conclusion of this paper is that
in-depth training in translation as well as cooperation between web
designers and translators can be a new interdisciplinary approach
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contributing to a better offer of multilingual communication in the
digital environment.
Key words: localization, usability, accessibility, WCAG 2.0

1

Introduction

In the digital era, the freedom to exploit digital material changes an
information and communication environment. Due to globalized
technology, individual communication and group communication
lead to digital and social inclusiveness. The constantly growing number of Internet users has changed a wide range of scientific disciplines and research goals. The integration of a spectrum of modes
and users` needs to meet challenges of digitization. In response to
this challenge, the UK Government launched 2014 the policy paper
The Government Digital Inclusion Strategy in which they paid attention to
the incredible speed of media adoption:
Today, the web has 2.4 billion users worldwide. To put this incredible speed of adoption in some context, radio took 38 years
to reach 50 million users, television took 13 years, web took
4 years and Facebook took just 10 months. In 2013, 89% of
young people now use a smartphone or tablet to go online, up
from 43% in 2010. (Francis Maude, Minister of the Cabinet
Office)  1
Thus, an important step in making useful, effective, and accessible
digital environment is placing information at the disposal of a broad
public worldwide. In addition, Parsons and Hick (2008, p. 2) underline that society “has moved towards economic globalization” and,
as a result, their “participation and engagement in public and private
sectors has extended beyond local communities to national and international levels. “For this reason, web designers or localizers refer
to the process of making the product (website) accessible in multiple
languages as writing for a global audience, which means that “internationalization, translation, and adapting the content to specific target markets is usually referred to as website globalization.” (Esselink, 2000, p. 3).
Furthermore, he points out that “[l]ocalization, website globalization,
language engineering, and software internationalization have become
important issues” in international markets (Esselink, 2000, p. 2).

  1 Foreword by Francis Maude MP to The Government Digital Inclusion Strategy, 2014 https://
www.gov.uk/government/publications/government-digital-inclusion-strategy/government-digitalinclusion-strategy#contents
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It is worth noticing that many multi-language localization agencies focus their attention to translatable user interface (UI) textual
components which are only visible to the sighted user. These inconsistencies between the designers and localization teams create potential for inaccessible multilingual environments and global communication. With regards to fitting the system to the user’s needs,
in a well-designed system, new web-based multilingual projects are
expected to include the translation and adaptation of both textual
and non-textual content.
The World Wide Web (W3C) changed a lot in the field of localization projects which should encompass full translation in order
to facilitate the content of the HTML  2 code that is a key element
for people using assistive technologies. For this to happen, in particular, the alt attributes create a breadcrumb path  3 in the invisible space  4
of the digital environment (see Figure 2). To accommodate the user
diversity, user interfaces should be designed in a way that maximizes
benefits among users whose perception, dexterity and utilization of
technology varies. In this context, human diversity in relation to access and use of information and communication technologies (ICT)
lies at the heart of accessibility (Stephanidis, 2014).
This article will review the concept of social inclusion touching
the tip of the iceberg in understanding a plethora of professional practices of localizers who ignore user-centered design requirements. Furthermore, the discussion focuses on the lack of active involvement
of users in the process of designing websites that should involve
multi-disciplinary design teams (Stephanidis, 2014) who are expected
to understand and accommodate users with functional limitations. In
this context, to provide better support, these multi-disciplinary teams
should recognize and facilitate the hidden digital dialogue.
1.1 User diversity and power of words
In order to understand better the verbal and non-verbal communication in relation to Web users, it is useful to look more closely at
  2 HTML (the Hypertext Markup Language) is the primary source format used for Web pages. The
HTML <html> element represents the root (top-level element) of an HTML document, so it is also
referred to as the root element. All other elements must be descendants of this element.
  3 In terms of usability, a breadcrumb or breadcrumb trail is a second navigation scheme that
enhances the way users find their way around. It offers users a way to trace the patch back to their
original landing point. The term cookie crumb is used alternatively. Location breadcrumbs or path
breadcrumbs are also used. (Levene, 2010, p. 221). For more information see: https://www.smashingmagazine.com/2009/03/breadcrumbs-in-web-design-examples-and-best-practices/ or https://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Breadcrumb_(navigation)
  4 In terms of information architecture, users rarely look at detailed semantic networks that
provide a foundation for smooth navigation. In this context, information architects help users to see
the invisible as they learn to render the constructs of semantics and structure in clear ways (Morville
and Rosenfeld, 2007, p. 14)
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them. According to Hehir (2009), “there is a plethora of words which
rely on a shared assumption that to be disabled is inherently bad,
inherently less worth than a person without a disability, inherently unworthy of attention, consideration, or care.” Furthermore, Bersamin
(2002, p. 64) points out that “power of words to communicate or
convey meaning” should not be ignored and before using everyone
ought to be aware of their denotation as well as connotation  5. For
many years the term invalid or handicap referred to individuals perceived as unable to move. Then, Rehabilitation Act Amendments of
1992  6 replaced the term handicap with the term disability which should
be used to avoid expressions that many persons find offensive. Examples of alternative suggestions are: Persons with a disability or individuals with disabilities instead of disabled person.
1.2 Defining disability
In terms of adopting the digital environment to all users and creating
a well-designed system, the ubiquitous International Symbol of Access (ISA), known as International Wheelchair Symbol, depicts a stylized image of a person in a wheelchair. This pictogram denotes the
removal of environmental barriers, such as steps, high curbs, narrow
doors, etc. In this context, individuals with disabilities are perceived
only via their mobile disabilities.
According to WHO  7 “[d]isabilities is an umbrella term, covering impairments, activity limitations, and participation restrictions.”
Unfortunately, disabled people mostly are perceived as people who
are born with disabilities, while the particular contexts may create
temporary states of impairment in which users interact with technology in a limited way. For instance noise and visual distractions
of the environment can limit the efficient use of computer-based
applications or the user may become vision-impaired if there are too
small screens. Worldwide, people have disabilities of different form,
temporary or permanent. In this context, disabilities can be grouped
into a range of categories: visual, hearing, physical, speech or language impairments, cognitive disorders, and seizure disorders (Galitz,
2002, p. 578). This is why effective design which is compatible with
the user’s needs as well as understanding among designers that users
are not alike can minimize all barriers denying access to computer
technology.
  5 Read more about a set of appropriate and inappropriate words: https://web.archive.org/
web/20071112123214/http://www.hw.ac.uk/welfare/disability-service/staff/disability-etiquette.htm
  6 https://mn.gov/mnddc/parallels2/pdf/90s/93/93-TRA-VCU.pdf in: Kanneth, Jernigan, The
Pitfalls of Political correctness: Euphemisms Excoriated, in: Braille Monitor, March 2009 https://
nfb.org/images/nfb/publications/bm/bm09/bm0903/bm090308.htm
  7 Defining disabilities: http://www.who.int/topics/disabilities/en/
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1.3 Barriers in interaction
According to Oregon State University’s Office of Equal Opportunity and Access  8, most Web visitors can browse the pages, point and
click, skip over those parts of content they want to bypass, listen or
watch video clips, and they can deal with/cope with many other activities. Their human-computer interactions allow them to use senses
of hearing, touch and seeing so as to satisfy their needs and capabilities. Furthermore, there are group of users whose perceptual and
information processing system does not work and limits their possibility to use input (e.g. the keyboard, mouse, trackball, one’s finger or
voice) and output (e.g. the results of users’ requirements) components
(Galitz, 2002, p. 4). In this sense, web designers and localizers should
understand what the input-output interaction means for a large group
of users who regardless of their age, capabilities, temporal or situational problems, are endangered with digital and social exclusion.
For this reason, it is critical to recognize that everyone’s requirements
are different and that each individual’s requirements may change according to the context.

2

Digital inclusion
The power of the Web is in its universality.
Access by everyone regardless of disability is an essential aspect.
Tim Berners-Lee  9

The UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities recognizes accessibility to information and communications technologies as a basic human right. Properly designed websites “provide
equal access and equal opportunity to people with diverse abilities”
(W3C). With regard to the W3C, “[w]eb accessibility means that everyone, including people with disabilities, can perceive, understand,
navigate and interact with the Internet” (CRPD, p. 20) As there is
still a wide range of barriers preventing people with disabilities, the
old and people with temporal or situational impairments from full
participation in social activities in the virtual environment, the Commission of the European Union (EU) encourages the EU states to
develop specific standards to improve accessibility to goods, services
as well as assistive devices for people with disabilities.

  8 Intent of the IT Accessibility Policy: http://oregonstate.edu/accessibility/ITaccess
  9 Tim Berners-Lee, W3C Director and inventor of the World Wide Web: https://www.w3.org/
standards/webdesign/accessibility
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According to the European Disability Strategy 2010–2020: A
Renewed Commitment to a Barrier-Free Europe, “accessibility is defined as meaning that people with disabilities have access, on an
equal basis with others, to the physical environment, transportation,
information and communications technologies and systems (ICT),
and other facilities and services” (2010, p. 5). In line with the Digital Agenda for Europe, public websites (only 5% of the EU public
websites complied fully with web accessibility standards in 2010) and
online services should comply with the internationally recognised
web accessibility standards Web Content Accessibility Guidelines
(WCAG) 2.0.
2.1 Accessibility
In terms of standards, generally accessibility means making building
entrances, ramped entrances, pavements, footways, recreational areas
and others convenient and enjoyable for everybody regardless of the
business. However, to provide better understanding of accessibility
standards, it is critical to discuss ICT and fast diffusion of technologies that have changed this concept.
In the 21st century, knowledge-based societies have transferred
their business and social activities to virtual environment in which users are also confronted with a range of barriers. For example, the office space, shopping, banking or choosing travelling destination have
become more convenient and enjoyable if they are accessed via the
Web. The virtual environment  10 should be also a free-barrier environment for people with disabilities, with sensory and mental disabilities
as well as older people. Thus, in 2003 new European standards specified the first “accessibility for all” standard, which tailored adequate
standards based on design-for-all  11/universal design principles.
In this context, “Design for All is an umbrella term for a wide
range of design approaches, methods, techniques and tools to help
address this huge diversity of needs and requirements in the design
of interactive technologies” (Stephanidis, 2014).
After decades of research and debates, The European Concept
for Accessibility is based on the Design for All principles:
▪▪ The provision of convenient, safe and enjoyable environments
should be used by everyone, including people with disabilities.
  10 The European Concept for Accessibility p.5 in Report 2010
  11 The concept of Design for All was introduced in the Human-Computer Interaction (HCI)
literature at the end of the nineties. Design for All in HCI is rooted in the fusion of three traditions:
1) user-centered design placing the user at the center of the interaction design process, 2) accessibility and assistive technologies for disabled people, 3) Universal Design for physical products and the
built environment. (Stephanidis, 2014, Chapter 42, The Encyclopedia of Human-Computer Interaction)
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▪▪ The Design for All rejects the division of the human population
into able-bodied and disabled people.
▪▪ The principles include supplementary provisions where appropriate (Report, 2010, p. 5)
Regardless of disabilities, every citizen should be provided with autonomy and possibility to enjoy social and economic life in an accessible environment so as to “be able to seek employment, receive
education and training, and pursue an active social and economic
life.” (Report, 2010, p. 3). According to Lisbon European Council,
the Experts Group of the EU endorsed four principles promoting
accessibility to make Europe a better place to live:
▪▪ Accessibility is an issue for everyone focusing on the “real” people
who use the build environment.
▪▪ Accessibility is perceived as a global and integrated way, which
should not be only the domain of architectural environment or
transport since it should be coordinated with the areas of social
policy, physical planning, Information and communication technologies (ICT), construction, and others.
▪▪ Accessibility policies should be implemented and designed with
cooperation and participation of the people.
▪▪ Accessibility is a key to enhance the quality of life (Report, 2010,
p. 3–4).
Accessibility for all should be perceived as a dynamic process which
benefits a large number of individuals and fosters a positive process
of change as well as meets the challenges to build “a network of accessibility information centres” across Europe. (Report, 2010, p. 11).
2.2 WCAG - Accessibility Guidelines
Web accessibility means that people with all disabilities have access
to the Web, which means users with visual, physical, speech, cognitive, and neurological disabilities (Thatcher 2006: 2). Furthermore,
the Web visitors without disabilities or impairments can also benefit
as designing websites is perceived as a flexible process that meets
a spectrum of user needs. To support accessibility of websites, the
World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) put together the W3C Web
Accessibility Initiative (WAI). In the 1990s the technical and human
component considerations were collected by the W3C WAI. In May
1999 the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 1.0 was
published as a W3C Recommendation and then, in 2008, the WCAG
2.0 was developed:
Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 2.0 covers a
wide range of recommendations for making Web content more
74
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accessible. Following these guidelines will make content accessible to a wider range of people with disabilities, including blindness and low vision, deafness and hearing loss, learning disabilities, cognitive limitations, limited movement, speech disabilities,
photosensitivity and combinations of these. Following these
guidelines will also often make your Web content more usable
to users in general. (www.w3.org)
These guidelines explain how to make Web content more usable by
older individuals with changing abilities due to aging and often improve usability for users in general. The current version, known as
WCAG 2.0, supports two documents: understanding WCAG 2.0 and
Techniques which do not have the formal status (WCAG 2.0 itself
has), they provide information important to understanding and implementing WCAG  12. There are several layers of guidelines which include four principles  13, 12 general guidelines, testable success criteria and a
rich collection of sufficient techniques and advisory techniques. All WCAG
rules provide guidance on making the Web content more accessible.
2.3 Principles, guidelines, and success criteria
The 12 guidelines and Success Criteria (SC) are listed and organized
around the four principles  14: perceivable, operable, understandable and robust (or the acronym POUR). In accordance with the four Principles
of Accessibility the Web content must be:
1. Perceivable – which means that user interface (UI) components
must be presentable to users in ways they can perceive the information and it cannot be invisible to all of their senses.
2. Operable – which means that users must be able to operate the
UI components that cannot require interaction that a user cannot
perform; what is more, navigation must be predictable and intuitive.
3. Understandable – which means that users must be able to understand the information as well as the operation of the UI; the
content must be readable.
4. Robust – which means that users must be able to access the
content that can be interpreted by a spectrum of user agents,
including assistive technologies (as technologies and user agents
evolve, the content should remain accessible) (W3C Introduction
to Understanding WCAG 2.0) (see Figure 1).
  12 See more detailed information at https://www.w3.org/WAI/intro/wcag20
  13 See more about WCAG Principles at https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG20/glance/
  14 More about WCAG 2.0 at https://www.w3.org/TR/UNDERSTANDING-WCAG20/intro.
html#introduction-fourprincs-head
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There is a list of guidelines (a total of 12) that address the four principles that provide the basic goals in order to make content more
accessible to match different users’ sensory, physical and cognitive
abilities (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: A paraphrased
summary of Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG 2.0).
Source: https://www.
w3.org/TR/2008/
REC-WCAG2020081211/#contents
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Furthermore, they provide “the framework and overall objectives to
help authors understand the success criteria (61 in total) and better
implement the techniques.” For each guideline, Success Criteria (SC)
are written as testable statements that are not technology-specific.
In order to meet the needs of different groups and different situations, these criteria are subdivided into three levels of conformance
from the Single-A (A) (the lowest), Double-A (AA) (the medium),
and Triple-A (AAA) (the highest) (Revilla, 2010, p. 23):
▪▪ Level A – which encompasses the most basic web accessibility
features (“must”),
▪▪ Level AA – which consists of the most important barriers encountered by users (“should”),
▪▪ Level AAA – which is the highest level of web accessibility
(“may”) (Bigby, 2017)
In practice, it is vital to start at Level A to make progress and support
individuals who visit the Web. Then, Level AA, which is the standard
used by many governments as the target level, should be complied.
While testing the SC, it is important to combine automated testing
and human evaluation in order to verify if the content functions as
© tcworld 2017
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expected. At the same time usability testing is recommended to determine how users can interact with the content in accordance with
its intended purpose.
It is important to understand conformance in terms of meeting
or satisfying the requirements of the standard. With regards to WCAG
2.0, the requirements are the SC. There are three levels of conformance, which means three levels of SC (Level A, Level AA and Level
AAA)  15.

3

Looking Ahead

Pernice and Nielsen (2001, p. 5) discuss a group of the Web users as
there is a “huge difference between the assistive technology users”
and those who access the websites through traditional browsing. On
the one hand, the usability guidelines refer to technical accessibility
on the user interface which should offer huge benefits by means of
images, descriptions of products, interesting texts, good contrast, intuitive navigation, and so on.
On the other hand, there is a great number of the Internet visitors who use assistive technology  16 such as screen readers, Braille devices,
or screen magnification software. Kalbach (2007, p. 248) says that
“[s]creen readers don`t read web pages in the same order as the elements are displayed on screen. Instead, they read pages in the order
the code is written.” This type of scanning the Web is referred to as
linearization, which means that the page code is scanned from top to
bottom in sequential order. This is why every element (attribute) that
makes the site accessible must be implemented in the HTML code
to form a path for screen readers that check the layout which is then
transferred from the visual layout into the audio layout (see Figure 2).
This text-to-speech approach focuses on the content of every page
merging the non-text content with the textual description.
3.1 Visible and invisible content
According to Pernice and Nielsen (2001) people who are blind or
people with low vision typically use screen readers to convert a Web
page’s text into spoken words. Since websites follow the HTML
standards to encode Web pages properly, assistive technology is pre  15 For more detailed description see https://www.w3.org/TR/2008/REC-WCAG2020081211/#textdef
  16 According to the Encyclopedia of Human-Computer Interaction the term Assistive Technology
(AT) “is a generic term denoting a wide range of accessibility plug-ins including special-purpose
input and output devices and the process used in selecting, locating, and using them.” Furthermore,
it promotes greater independence for people with disabilities as they are able to perform tasks that
they were originally unable to accomplish. (2014)
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sented as the panacea for disabled visitors by increasing their participation in digital communication.
Taking into account the anthropological iceberg model, which is
described by Hall (1959/1990) as “triad of culture”, the iceberg represents culture as visible (above the waterline), semi-visible and invisible (below the waterline) level. Furthermore, the cultural visible
interaction takes place at the tip of the iceberg where images draw
the sighted users establishing a visual website identity extremely effectively. Nevertheless, the same effective images can affect accessibility among people who cannot see images e.g. the blind, the old,
those with technical limitations, and so on.
With regards to the iceberg model, it is possible to depict the Web
as digital divide into visible level (e.g. user interface, multimedia, text,
graphs, images, photos, etc.) that addresses the broader Internet visitors and invisible level (e.g. the HTML code, attributes, etc.) that is
mostly bypassed by webmasters, localizers and translators, which enhances digital exclusion (see Figure 2).
Figure 2: The iceberg
representation of digital
dialog in the visible and
invisible virtual environment
© 2017 Izabela Mrochen

Marcus (1997) discusses a set of effective visual communication principles that make the user interface more successful. In his theory, effective visible language refers to all of the graphical techniques used to
communicate the message or context. For example: layout, typography, color and texture, imagery: signs, icons and symbols, animation,
sequencing, sound, and visual identity. With regards to computer system design, De Sanctis (1997, p. 36) discusses the development of
user-friendly software underlining the principle of WYSIWYG, or
“what you see is what you get”. However, designers must understand
human communication processes and the impact of visual disabilities
which limit the ability of people to work and use the Internet ef78
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fectively. In practice, a wide range of visible elements (e.g. graphics,
charts, images, graphs, etc.) that play an important role in universal
design are elements that are not accessible for people who use screen
readers that read aloud the text alternative which must be nested in
the HTML code.
In this context, it must be noted that text equivalents (short text
descriptions) for images, nested as the alt attribute in the HTML
code (below the waterline Figure 2), increase the visibility of the user
interface content (above the waterline) (see Figure 2). However, the
proper use of text equivalents is neglected in the process of localization and internationalization by designers or localizers who make
websites inaccessible by ignoring those short image descriptions.
Thus, in my opinion, the principle could be changed into
WYHIWYG, or “what you hear is what you get”.
3.2 Multilingual alternative texts
Foreign language offering plays an integral part of promoting local
culture in web globalization. However, it can be also perceived as a
language barrier if one language, i.e. English, is the only way of enhancing digital communication.
When considering key principles of accessible design, it is important to understand that producing good multilingual information
resources can provide solutions that benefit not only people with disabilities but also other users such as participants of online learning
(e-learning), people with low literacy, people who are not fluent in
the language, etc. Some common issues are raised by Gutiérrez y Restrepo and Normand (2011) who refer to accessibility issues by key
elements in POUR that play an important role in web localization,
which, in our discussion, is limited to Principle 1, Perceivable – text
alternative for non-text content.
So far, the rules of easy navigation, correct color contrast, or
subtitles have been discussed in more research and literature, but the
screen visual content and its hidden equivalents in the alt attributes
have been neglected. With regards to virtual international communication, moving towards digital inclusion can be a slow process since
a number of accessible multilingual websites are rare islands of good
practice (Topping and Maloney, 2005, p. 10).
3.3 Equivalent alternative text and multilingual digital inclusion
Inserting textual equivalent provides effective access to the information people need. In particular, it is the main idea of conformance
requirements with regards to Principle1, Guideline 1.1 describing the
way of providing text alternatives (Figure 3).
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Figure 3: A chart depicting Principle 1: Perceivable, Guideline 1.1 Text
Alternatives, 1.1.1 Nontext Content
Source: https://www.
w3.org/standards/webdesign/accessibility

When equivalent alternative text is provided, the information is available to people who are blind, as well as to people who turned off
images on their mobile phone to lower bandwidth charges, people
in a rural area with low bandwidth who turned off images to speed
download, and others. It’s also available to technologies that cannot
see the image, such as search engines. Thus, a screen reader reads
aloud the information on a page, which is the result of implementing
alternative text in the alt attribute.
3.4 HTML elements and attributes
According to W3C Recommendation:
Several non-textual elements (img, area, applet, and input) let authors specify alternate text to serve as content when
the element cannot be rendered normally. Specifying alternate
text assists users without graphic display terminals, users whose
browsers don’t support forms, visually impaired users, those
who use speech synthesizers, those who have configured their
graphical user agents not to display images, etc. The alt attribute must be specified for the img and area elements (W3C)  17
The metadata which is provided for a website is displayed in the
HTML code and it appears “in the properties information of a web
page”, which is nested in a range of descriptions of the pages, documents, images, files, etc. (Anderson et al., 2010, p. 62–63). For instance:
  17 W3C: https://www.w3.org/TR/1999/REC-html401-19991224/struct/objects.html#alternatetext
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The img element is used to add images to a web page, the src attribute indicates the source of an image (which is saved as JPEG or
PNG), then it is possible to show the size. With regard to accessibility, it is crucial to consider as early as possible whether the website as
well as other web pages include alternative text for images to bridge
the gap in human-computer interaction.

4

Methodological approach

The W3C standards are intended to provide clear instructions to designers and developers on how to adopt specific principles, such as
intuitiveness, learnability, efficiency, and consistency. After identifying
a spectrum of problems, the analysis of consistency is the main issue
discussed in this section.
Consistency in making websites multilingual is very important
but, in terms of hidden verbal communication, the same consistency
should be followed in the hidden HTML code. Unfortunately, there
are still examples of inconsistency in multilingual alternative texts.
The first step of the qualitative analysis is based on manual
checking of alternative texts for World Health Organization (WHO)
website. In practice, it is enough to hover over an image, click the
right key of the computer mouse and choose Check Element. Then,
the pop up window shows the tags explicitly. The problem of consistency and inconsistency will be elaborated in the following section.
4.1 Qualitative analysis
With the use of the manual approach, one of the WHO pages was
analyzed. As one of the worldwide organizations, WHO promotes
activities which are examples of good practices. Furthermore, the
texts are generally described in six languages, such as English, French,
Spanish, Russian, Chinese and Arabic (see Figure 4) depicted on separate pages alternatively.
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Figure 4: WHO 10 facts
about blindness and
visual impairment
Copyright © WHO,
2017. All Rights Reserved. Reproduced with
permission.
Source: http://www.
who.int/features/
factfiles/blindness/en/
Figure 5: The Image Alt
Attribute Description in
Russian
Copyright © WHO,
2017. All Rights Reserved. Reproduced with
permission.
Source: http://www.
who.int/features/
factfiles/blindness/ru/

The WHO website clearly shows consistent surface localization and
internationalization in the form of effective layout. Despite the fact
that a text is translated and explicitly consistent, alternative texts describing the same image, in which a girl is holding a large letter E, are
inconsistent.
In practice, all images depicted in Figure 4 have an alt attribute  18 (see Figure 5) to support screen readers that read aloud an alternative text.

The analogy to the iceberg model can be powerful as the user interface
plays a role of a tip of the iceberg which includes visual textual elements accompanied with the same image. Figure 6 shows both an image and the HTML code. An image is a visual way supporting sighted
  18 It is worth noticing that without an alt attribute, screen readers say “image”, which means that
they cannot interpret the page content properly (Beard et al., 2011, p. 133–135).
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people while text equivalents nested in the alt attributes that can
be more readily perceived by people who use assistive technologies.
Figure 6: The ALT attribute with an alternative text in Russian
alt=”Девочка держит
в руках букву «Е» и
прикрывает один глаз”
Copyright © WHO,
2017. All Rights Reserved. Reproduced with
permission.
Source: http://www.
who.int/features/factfiles/blindness/ru/

Figure 7 shows the alt attributes with alternative texts in English,
Russian, Chinese and Arabic as well as the alt attribute to an empty
double quotes i.e. alt=””, which is called a null alt (blank/
empty) attribute. The alt attribute is consistently used for multilingual pages in English, Russian, Chinese and Arabic (see Figure 7), but
there are two null alt attributes for pages translated into French and
Spanish.
Figure 7: A set of alt attributes with multilingual
alternative texts in English, Russian, Chinese
and Arabic
Copyright © WHO,
2017. All Rights Reserved. Reproduced with
permission.

The table in Figure 7 demonstrates that the accessibility of two
pages with texts in Spanish and French is reduced for visitors
using screen readers, which means that they are not able to access images. Even if this is possible to use a null alt text to
avoid distracting users if an image is only decorative, each image should be consistent with the visual presentation.

To avoid such inconsistency, W3C recommends a spectrum
of useful tips that should be taken into account before implementing text alternatives. In this context, it is important to remember
about:
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▪▪ Choosing appropriate text alternatives and decide about informative value of the images
▪▪ Prioritizing information in text alternative and put the most important information at the beginning
▪▪ Using a short phrase or sentence to provide the most concise
description,
▪▪ Using punctuation within alt attributes,
▪▪ Avoiding including words like “image”, “icon”, or “picture”,
(W3C Resources)  19
Despite the fact that the Spanish and French website versions are
with alt =””, the WHO website is one of the few websites that
supports users scanning pages with screen readers. What is more, images located on WHO websites are thematically related and underline
the importance of promoting good practices in a multilingual virtual
environment.
4.2 Balanced design
As a final consideration, the process of website planning and designing should be perceived as the great challenge since it is a complex
process of gathering the needs and requirements both users and developers. All perspectives can be depicted as a balanced design which
transfers the complex needs and requirements into the third dimension perspective (Figure 8).
Figure 8: The ThreeLegged Stool depicting:
Balanced Design (Anderson et al., 2010, p. 97)
(on the left)
and the same project for
Accessibility (Thatcher,
2006, p. xli) (two merged
projects on the right)

According to the balanced design theory, the Three-Legged Stool, a
combination of customer needs, client needs and developer needs
makes a website credible and consistent. Figure 8 indicates that a
well-designed website should be a result of cooperation between users and developers (the picture on the left). To satisfy screen reader
users, the HTML code must be well written in order that the web
  19 To read more see: https://www.w3.org/WAI/tutorials/images/
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pages can be turned into accessible and user-friendly sites (Anderson
et al., 2010, p. 71), which is a patchwork of the WAI guidelines, web
standards and semantic code.
To sum up, in terms of effective human-computer interaction,
multimodal interaction is a common feature of digital communication which takes place both on the visible and invisible level. While
much of the qualitative analysis considers appropriate website design
to the users with visual disabilities, it is worth noticing that accessibility is related to usability and all users can have access to products,
services and entertainment.

5

Conclusion

A primary quality of good localization and internationalization is
“speaking the user’s language” as well as being consistent, which
means that alternative texts referring to the (same) image should be
also translated (Kalbach, 2007, p. 141). Internationalization and localization are not only tangible variations referring to images explicitly located on the interface. In the qualitative analysis, I focused on
images which are graphical design elements eliciting emotions in the
user in the human-computer interaction. Enjoyment, self-confidence,
independence, and other positive feelings facilitate social inclusion in
particular if text alternatives bridge the gap between visible and invisible levels of communication. Nevertheless, frustration and negative
emotional responses may be activated, which could have a demotivating effect on users with disabilities.
Accessible text equivalents can be identified as motivating factors in promoting language development as well as they are beneficial
in a range of situations, such as:
▪▪ Using screen readers to read aloud the text alternative
▪▪ Using speech input software to put the focus onto a button or
linked image with a single voice command
▪▪ Browsing speech-enabled websites to be read the text alternative
aloud (W3C Web Accessibility Initiative)  20
Furthermore, Thatcher (2006, p. 28) claims that accessibility and usability issues should be presented carefully for people who do not
understand the complexity of the guidelines. In this context, “[t]he
goal of accessibility is not to check off a guidelines list; the goal is to
make your site accessible” (Thatcher, 2006, p. 29). In other words, it
is not enough to describe the process of making websites accessible
and stipulate a spectrum of principles, it is high time to train people
  20 Web Accessibility Tutorials https://www.w3.org/WAI/tutorials/images/
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responsible for designing and localizing the website content. What is
more, synergy of different areas such as website glocalization, universal design and user-centred design will make digital communication
and virtual environment accessible and usable. The whole process of
designing should involve understanding the users’ special needs. The
emerging evidence reveals that this process is very complex to many
web designers and localizers as they bypass or ignore the WCAG 2.0
guidelines.
In closing, I would like to underline that everyone ought to be
attentive to explicit and implicit barriers as there is considerable evidence that there will be more people with visual problems in the future.
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